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Abstract
Let (M, h) be a compact manifold in which H is an embedded hypersurface which
separates M into two pieces M+ and M_. If h is a metric on M and x is a defining
function for H consider the family of metrics
dx2
gE = 2- +-hX2 + 2 +h
where e > 0 is a parameter. The limiting metric, go, is an exact b-metric on the
disjoint union M = M+ U M_, i.e. it gives M+ asymptotically cylindrical ends
with cross-section H. We investigate the behaviour of the analytic torsion of the
Laplacian on forms with values in a flat bundle, with respect to the family of metrics
g,. We find a surgery formula for the analytic torsion in terms of the 'b'-analytic
torsion on M±. By comparing this to the surgery formula for Reidemeister torsion,
we obtain a new proof of the Cheeger-Miiller theorem asserting the equality of
analytic and Reidemeister torsion for closed manifolds, and compute the difference
between b-analytic and Reidemeister torsion on manifolds with cylindrical ends. We
also present a glueing formula for the eta invariant of the Dirac operator on an odd
dimensional spin manifold M. This generalizes a result of Mazzeo and Melrose,
who obtained a similar glueing formula under the assumption that the induced
Dirac operator 3H on H is invertible. In both cases there is an 'extra' term in the
glueing formula coming from the long time asymptotics of the heat kernel. The
term can be expressed in terms of a one dimensional Laplacian associated to the
null space of the Laplacian on M. This operator is determined by scattering data
on M at zero energy, and controls the leading behaviour of small eigenvalues as
e 0.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Analytic surgery.
In this thesis, we continue the study of analytic surgery initiated in [15]. By
"analytic surgery" we mean a singular deformation of a Riemannian metric on a
closed manifold M that models the cutting of M along a hypersurface H (possibly
disconnected), forming a manifold with boundary M ("surgery"). For simplicity
we assume that H separates M; thus M is the disjoint union of two manifolds with
boundary M±. We consider a specific deformation which degenerates to a complete
metric on M of the form dx2 / x2 + h, where x is a boundary defining function for
H (that is, > 0, H = {x = 0} and dxz 0 on H) and h is a smooth metric on M.
This form of metric on a manifold with boundary, called an "exact b-metric" and
studied in some detail in [17], gives M asymptotically cylindrical ends, with log x
approximately arc length along the end. Specifically, we consider a family of the
form
dx2
ge - 2 + e2 h;
this is a smooth metric on M for every e > 0, which develops a long neck of length
2 log 1/e + 0(1) -- oo as e -- 0 and whose singular limit is manifestly an exact
b-metric on M.
Similar deformations, usually phrased in terms of a family of manifolds which
have a long cylindrical neck across H with length I - oo, have been studied by
several authors. There are two main reasons for interest in this procedure. One
is to understand the behaviour of geometric or topological invariants such as the
index of a Dirac operator, eta invariant or analytic torsion under surgery, as in
[4], [6], [10], and [8]. The other is to analyse the behaviour of the spectrum of
operators (such as the Laplacian) under the transition from closed manifold to
complete manifold. In Mazzeo and Melrose's paper [15] and the present thesis,
both questions are investigated. Of course these two problems are closely related.
In this thesis glueing formulae for the eta invariant and analytic torsion under
surgery are presented, but these are obtained by studying the full resolvent family
of generalized Laplacians under surgery, including the analysis of accumulation of
eigenvalues at the bottom of the continuous spectrum of A0.
Closely related are the papers of McDonald [16] and Seeley and Singer [28], who
studied metric degeneration to incomplete conic metrics, and Ji [13], who studied
degeneration of Riemann surfaces to surfaces with hyperbolic cusps. It should be
remarked that the approach of McDonald inspired [15] and the present work.
There are two motivations for the choice of a "cylindrical ends" metric for M.
One is that Atiyah, Patodi and Singer obtained their well-known global boundary
condition for the Dirac operator on a manifold with boundary in [1] heuristically by
considering a cylindrical end attached to the boundary. The other is that Richard
Melrose has presented a detailed analysis of the Laplacian associated to an exact
b-metric in [17], as well as a proof of the APS index theorem in the 'b' context. It
13
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would also be interesting to study metric degeneration to other types of complete
metrics, such as metrics with asymptotically hyperbolic or Euclidean ends.
1.2. Eta invariant and analytic torsion.
The eta invariant was introduced by Atiyah-Patodi-Singer in [1] as the boundary
term in the index formula for the Dirac operator on a manifold with boundary. (For
a discussion of Dirac operators see [17], [2] or [14].) It is a spectral invariant, given
by the analytic continuation of the eta function 1r(s) = A•.xO0Espec sgn A AI- to
s = 0. Alternatively, it has a formula in terms of the heat kernel:
(1.1) (o) = j ti Tr (e-t2) dt
this is the formula we will exploit here. In order to generalize index formulae, it
is of interest to extend the definition of eta to operators which have continuous
spectrum. For manifolds with boundary and a b-metric, the heat kernel is no longer
trace class but the b-eta invariant was defined in [17] as in (1.1) with Tr replaced
by the 'b-Trace' (see section 2.3); it is a natural regularization of the integral. This
thesis is intended to illustrate the relation between these two definitions, and to
throw light on the index theorem for a manifold with corners carrying a b-metric.
The analytic torsion T is an invariant of a flat bundle E over a Riemannian
manifold M introduced by Ray and Singer. It is defined by formal analogy with a
formula for Reidemeister torsion, or R-torsion, denoted r, on a simplicial complex.
It is given by
log T(Mn, g, E) = 2 (-1)q+lq log det Aq - (-l)qq( (q)(0),
q=0 q=o
where q is the zeta function for A', the Laplacian on q-forms with values in E,
projected off the zero eigenspace:
(1.2) () =Tr t es .
AEspec rs) 2
Ado
Since for finite rank operators '(0) = - log A, this is a natural regularization
of the log determinant of an operator. Ray and Singer showed that T(M, g) has
the same formal properties as R-torsion and conjectured that these two torsions are
equal. This was proved several years later by Cheeger and Miiller independently in
[7] and [22]. In recent years, several more proofs and generalizations of this result
have appeared. Vishik [29], [30] has established the relationship between analytic
torsion, defined using classical boundary conditions, and R-torsion on manifolds
with corners. Burghelea-Friedlander-Kappeler [5] obtained a new proof using Wit-
ten's deformation of the de Rham complex via a Morse function. Miiller in [23]
extended the result to bundles E assuming only that the determinant bundle det E
14
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is flat. Bismut-Zhang [3] proved a further generalization when the bundle E is not
necessarily flat; the difference log(T/r) is given by the integral of a local 'anomaly'.
It is interesting to compare Vishik's formula for T/r on a manifold with boundary
with Corollary 1.7; in both cases the ratio depends on the Euler characteristic of
the boundary.
As with the eta invariant, one would like to extend the definition of the log
determinant to operators which have continuous spectrum. We do this for the
Laplacian on forms, as in [17, chapter 9], by defining the b-C function, replacing Tr
with b-Tr in (1.2). Then the b-analytic torsion is defined using these regularized log
determinants. In this thesis, we study the questions: how is the b-analytic torsion
related to the torsion on a closed manifold? How is b-analytic torsion related to
Reidemeister torsion? Most of the proofs of the equality of T and r are indirect:
one establishes that T and r have the same glueing formula under surgery and uses
this to compare the two torsions of an arbitrary manifold to the sphere Sn for which
the result is known. Here we derive a glueing formula for T under analytic surgery,
which by comparing to the analogous formula for R-torsion, enables us to compute
the ratio of R-torsion and b-analytic torsion on manifolds with boundary.
1.3. Statement of Results.
Let us first recall the main results from Mazzeo and Melrose's paper [15], hence-
forth referred to as 'Mazzeo-Melrose'. There the same situation, for the eta invari-
ant, was studied, under the assumption that the induced Dirac operator on H is
invertible. A "surgery double space" and "surgery heat space" were introduced as
spaces to carry the Schwartz kernels of (A - A2) - ' and e-t ' uniformly as e - 0.
They are blown up versions of M2 x [0, eo], and M 2 x [0, oolt x [0, eo], which resolve
the singularities of the space of vector fields V, associated with the family g,. The
resolvent and heat kernel were shown to be polyhomogeneous conormal half densi-
ties on these spaces and their leading asymptotics (model operators) at e = 0 were
identified. It was shown that the projector II, onto eigenfunctions with eigenvalue
going to zero with e is a finite rank, smoothing operator. They showed:
THEOREM. (Mazzeo-Melrose) Let (e) be the signature of nI. If the induced Dirac
operator on H is invertible, then the eta invariant of 3 satisfies
,I(a,) - (e) = 'qb(3M+) + b(3M ) + e r(e) + log r2(),
with ri E C°([O, eo]).
Douglas and Wojciechowski obtain a similar result in [10].
Unfortunately the assumption on invertibility of the operator at H excludes many
interesting cases, including the surgery limit of analytic torsion when H*(H, E) does
not vanish. A principal goal of this thesis is to extend to machinery of Mazzeo-
Melrose to deal with the case when the operator on H has null space. To do this
the constructions in Mazzeo-Melrose must be modified. One reason for this is that
when dH has null space the heat kernel no longer has uniform exponential decay,
as it does (up to finite rank) in [15]. One must understand the leading behaviour of
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the heat kernel as t -, oo to calculate the integrals (1.1) and (1.2), which amounts
to understanding the leading behaviour of the resolvent as A - 0. This means, in
contrast with Mazzeo-Melrose, that one must understand the resolvent down to the
bottom of the continuous spectrum of Ao, and in particular, the leading behaviour
of small eigenvalues, that is, those going to zero with e. To cope with this we
perform further blowups on the spaces of Mazzeo-Melrose, to resolve singularities
in the kernel that form as we approach A = e = 0. We introduce the "logarithmic
double space" X2 and "logarithmic heat space" XHs; the names are due to the
application of "logarithmic blowup" (see section 2.5) to each face of the surgery
double space. Then we get analogues of the results above. Introduce the function
iase = 1/sinh-'(1/e) ("inverse arc-sinh"), which is the reciprocal of the growth
rate of the volume of M. It goes to zero with E, but only logarithmically. For
the resolvent we scale A by writing A = (ias e)z to capture the behaviour of small
eigenvalues. Thus when e = 0, A = 0 for all z.
THEOREM 1.1. The resolvent (A - (ias e)2z2)' is a meromorphic family of conor-
mal half densities on X x C, (ias e)-1 x smooth up to the boundary of XL2,. The
poles z(e) satisfy lim,.0 z(e) = 0 or zj, where {z2} are the eigenvalues of a one
dimensional Laplacian RN(A) on [-1, 11 with boundary conditions determined by
scattering data on M.
We prove this in chapter 6. Indeed we extend the result in chapter 7 to the
full resolvent which includes the resolvent away from the spectrum at e = 0 as in
Mazzeo-Melrose. From this we get the heat kernel via a contour integral. With
II, now denoting the (finite rank) projection onto eigenfunctions with eigenvalue
A2 (E) = o((ias e) 2 ), we have
THEOREM 1.2. On XLHS the heat kernel projected off zero modes, e- t- - II, is
t - , / 2 times a smooth half-density for t near zero and is smooth up to t = oo. II
itself is smooth except possibly up to t = oo.
In both cases we know the top terms at each boundary face. In principle one can
calculate the Taylor series at every face at e = 0 to arbitrary order.
From this we read off the behaviour of the eta invariant.
THEOREM 1.3. Let rlfd(e) be the signature of IIE. Then
(3e) - fd(e) = 7b(M+) + 7b(3M_ ) + i7(RN(3)) + (ias e)r(ias e),
where r is smooth.
Thus we get, in comparison with the case when aH is invertible, an extra contri-
bution ij(RN(3)) coming from the small eigenvalues.
For analytic torsion, we measure torsion relative to a fixed set of cohomology
classes. If A' is an orthonormal basis of the surgery Hodge cohomology group
Hi. Ho(M) defined in chapter 10, then we get
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THEOREM 1.4. T(M,p i) is given by
log T(M, pi') = log bT(M+, go) + log bT(M_, go) + 2 (- 1)+1 q log det RN(aq ).
q=O
Comparing to the surgery formula for R-torsion, we get
THEOREM 1.5. The difference log T - log r obeys the surgery formula
T(M, g) bT(M+,go) bT(M_ , go) +log 7(M, g) = log (M+, go) + log r(M-, go) + 2 XE(H)log2.
Applying Cheeger's argument from [7], we obtain
COROLLARY 1.6. (Cheeger-Miiller Theorem) For a closed manifold with flat unitary
bundle E and metric g,
T(M,g)= (M, g).
COROLLARY 1.7. For a manifold with boundary N, with flat unitary bundle E and
exact b-metric g, we have
bT(N,g) = 2-XE(°N)/4r(N,g).
1.4. Outline of the proof.
We may take as a starting point for the considerations in this thesis the fact that
the eigenfunctions whose eigenvalues go to zero under surgery are not smooth on
the "single space" X, of Mazzeo-Melrose; indeed they are not continuous. One can
easily see this by looking at the example of surgery on an interval, or a circle. Then
the eigenfunctions of A, look like e2lrikr /L, where r = sinh-1 (x/e) is arclength and
2L, = length of g,. Then on the surgery space X, = [M x [0, eo],; H x 1}] of Mazzeo-
Melrose, this eigenfunction is equal to 1 on the surgery front face BS and (-l)k
on the b-boundary Bbb. The oscillations disappear into the corner B,, n Bbb. To
rectify this situation we replace, in chapter 3, the single space by a new space, XLs,
on which the scaled distance r/L, is a smooth function. XL, is a blown up version
of X, involving the operation of logarithmic blowup described in section 2.5. We
then modify, in a methodical way, all constructions in Mazzeo-Melrose to reflect this
change. The Lie Algebra V. of Mazzeo-Melrose is lifted to VL, on XLS; properties
of VL, including its normal operators, are discussed in chapter 3.
We microlocalize the Lie Algebra VLS according to the general principles set forth
in [20]. This means we need the following things. First, we need a double space X2
to carry Schwartz kernels of "logarithmic surgery pseudodifferential operators", or
Ls-tbdos, with diagonal submanifold ALs such that kernels of VL-differential oper-
ators are given precisely by all distributions on XL.s supported on ALs with poly-
nomial symbols. By replacing polynomial symbols with arbitrary classical symbols,
we obtain the "small calculus". Second, the double space should have a natural map
down to the single space XLS which is a b-fibration (see chapter 2) so that kernels
17
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can act on distributions on XL. Third, there should be a triple space XLs with
a b-fibration down to XLs so that composition of Ls-4dos can be defined. Finally,
the normal operators on VLS should extend to "model operator maps" on Ls-4dos
given by restriction of the kernel to faces at e = 0. Geometric lemmas to help
construct these spaces are given in the second half of chapter 2 and the surgery
pseudodifferential calculus is set up in chapter 4.
In view of the Pushforward theorem of [19], discussed here in section 2.3, the
fact that we have b-fibrations X3, - X XL means that we can work in the
class of polyhomogeneous conormal functions throughout. This has the virtue of
almost eliminating estimates from the thesis, as we easily read off the decay rate of
functions from the index set specifying its (poly)homogeneities. This comes at the
cost of fairly complicated spaces and geometric machinery but we are able to obtain
detailed information about the resolvent, heat kernel and small eigenvalues with this
method. Because of the logarithmic blowups we are able to work with "natural"
index sets (see section 4.7) and show that our final objects - resolvent, heat kernel,
eta invariant and analytic torsion - are smooth in the blow-up coordinates.
In chapter 5 we analyse the model problem coming from the reduced normal
operator in chapter 3. This is a "new" model operator, not appearing in Mazzeo-
Melrose, and Proposition 3.8 indicates that the eigenvalues of this model control
the leading behaviour of small eigenvalues of A,. We show that this model is a nice
half density on the double space; this indicates that XLS is the "correct" space to
use, and we use the model heavily in chapter 6 in the construction for the general
resolvent.
In chapters 6 and 7 we make a start on the problem of understanding (A- A2)-'
when A approaches the spectrum. We construct the resolvent near the bottom of the
continuous spectrum, 0. We blow up at A = 0, introducing the rescaled parameter
z = A sinh - 1(1/e) which captures the scaling of small eigenvalues. To construct the
parametrix we need to solve not only the symbol at the diagonal singularity but
also solve a finite number of model problems at each boundary face. Compatibility
conditions at the intersections of faces give boundary conditions for these model
operators, which enable them to be solved uniquely; the interaction between the
models on various faces and of different orders is fairly complicated.
In principle, once we have the resolvent we can construct any function of the
Laplacian by functional calculus. We construct the heat kernel in this way in
chapter 8. More precisely, we obtain it by performing the contour integral
(1.3) t' =- 1 e-t2(A - A2) -2AdA.
Then we obtain the eta invariant and analytic torsion by performing the integrals
(1.1) and (1.2). This integral is really a pushforward, since the integrand lives
on a blown-up version of its space of parameters. We construct spaces so that
the integral becomes a pushforward under a b-fibration. This allows us to conclude
that the result is polyhomogeneous, and an extra argument shows that it is actually
smooth. We compute the leading terms of the heat kernel at t = oo.
18
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In chapters 9, 10 and 11 we then make three applications of this machinery.
The first is a surgery formula for the eta invariant, Theorem 1.3. The second, in
chapter 10, is a Hodge version of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in cohomology for the
triple (M, M+, M_); we also obtain a spectral gap result between the eigenforms
corresponding to cohomology on M and the other eigenforms. In chapter 11 we
compute the surgery limit of analytic torsion and R-torsion (using results of chapter
10) and compare them, obtaining theorems 4 and 5. The first corollary follow then
follows from Cheeger's well known approach [7] to proving the equality of analytic
and R-torsion, and the second corollary follows immediately from the first.
Chapter 2. Manifolds with corners, blowups and b-fibrations
Here we present material on the geometry of manifolds with corners that we need
in this thesis. We will assume familiarity with [19], but we also recall a fair amount
of this material in the first three subchapters, although sometimes with a different
presentation. We then go on to describe two "new" blowup operations which we
use heavily in the sequel, logarithmic blowup and total boundary blowup.
2.1. Manifolds with corners.
We refer to [19] for a discussion of manifolds with corners, b-tangent space, b-
maps, and b-fibrations. Let us recall here that the set of boundary hypersurfaces of
a manifold with corners X is denoted M1 (X), and the set of proper faces, that is,
all faces excluding X itself, is denoted M'(X). A boundary defining function p for
a boundary hypersurface H of a manifold with corners Y is a smooth nonnegative
function on Y such that p = 0 on H, dp # 0 on H. A smooth map between
manifolds with corners f: X --. Y is an (interior) b-map if for every boundary
defining function PH for Y,
(2.1) fPH = a pe(GH)
GEMI(X)
for some nonzero smooth function a and (uniquely determined) collection of natural
numbers ef(G, H), called the boundary exponents of f.
We will be especially concerned with special b-maps called b-fibrations; the map
f above is a b-fibration if the map f on the b-tangent bundle is surjective on
each fibre, and the image of each boundary hypersurface in X is either Y or one
boundary hypersurface H C Y. (This definition is different from, but equivalent to,
the definition given in [19].) b-fibrations have good mapping properties on M'(X);
the image of any face F E M'(X) is a face in M'(Y), and frF is a b-fibration onto
its image.
p-submanifolds There are various possible definitions of a submanifold of a
manifold with corners; we will use a very strong definition. A subset S C Y is a p-
submanifold if locally, in some coordinate system l,... , y, *... Y-k with x' >
0, yj E (-6,6 ), S is given by the vanishing of some of them: S = {x = . .
Ye = -- ' = Yj, = 0}. Then, if S is connected, S has a tubular neighbourhood
which is a bundle over S, the fibre being a neighbourhood of 0 E R-r x Rl"'-' -m.
We say S is an interior p-submanifold if 1' = 0 in the definition above. If f is as
above and S is an interior p-submanifold, then f-1 S is a p-submanifold; if S is not
interior, then in general f -'S is a union of p-submanifolds of X. This is clear in
local coordinates. Choose coordinates in Y such that S has the form above; then
it is possible to choose coordinates xl,... l,... Yn-k, with xi > 0, y E (-6, 6)
locally in X so that locally f has the form
f(Xi,.. XkY1,.. Yn-k) = ( I Xr, II rY1,.- -dYn'-k)
rEI rEI,
20
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Then f-IS is a union of p-submanifolds r,, = or'" = Yjl = ... yjm = 
with ri E Ii.
Degrees and density bundles We will find it convenient to use the notion of the
"degree" of a boundary hypersurface H of a manifold with corners X. This is simply
an assignment of an integer, d(H), to H. Informally this is supposed to represent
the order of growth of densities allowed at H. If each boundary hypersurface of X
has been assigned a degree, the degree density bundle is defined by
Q(X) I p-d(H)Q (X) = P-d(H)-1Q(X)
~ PH
HEM1(X) HEM1(X)
where PH denotes a boundary defining function for H. Observe that b-densities
have the pleasant property that dPH/pH is a canonical factor at H, so dividing by
IdPH/PHI gives a canonical restriction C°°(Qfb(X)) -, C°°(Qb(X)). With general
D-densities, restriction defined by division by IdpH/P (H)+ I depends on the choice
of boundary defining function. However, in this thesis we will have a canonical
total boundary defining function (product over M1 (X) of boundary defining func-
tions) R for many of our spaces. In this case division by IR-d(H)dpH/PHI gives a
canonical restriction C°°(QD(X)) -, C°(QD(H)), where the degrees of boundary
hypersurfaces H n K (K E M1(X)) of H are defined by d(H n K) = d(K) - d(H).
2.2. Blowups.
If S C Y is a p-submanifold, the blowup of Y at S, denoted [Y; S], is a manifold
with corners , given as a point set by (Y \ S) U (SN+ S) and with C°° structure the
unique minimal structure such that functions on Y lifted to S, and polar coordinates
at S, are smooth. (SN+ S is the inward-pointing spherical normal bundle to S.)
There is a unique smooth map [Y; S] - Y extending the identity on Y \ S, called
the blowdown map. The lift of a p-submanifold T C Y to [Y; S] is defined if (i)
T C S, in which case the lift is defined to be the inverse image of T under the
blowdown map or (ii) T \ S is dense in T, in which case the lift is defined as the
closure of T \ S in [Y; S].
We will often perform sequences of several blowups to create new spaces in this
thesis, and it will be important to know when one can exchange the order of blowup.
Here we present two easy results of this nature.
LEMMA 2.1. If S, T are p-submanifolds of Y and either (i) S and T are transverse
or (ii) T C S then [Y; S; T] = [Y; T; S].
PROOF: The proof of (i) is immediate because there NS and NT are independent
and so the blowups occur in two disjoint sets of variables.
To prove (ii), it is sufficient to consider the case T = O, S= {0 x Rm , =
R x R", k > 1, n > m. Define R = k X2 + l 2 and Rs = + 2 +
E=m+i y2. In both [Y; S; T] and [Y; T; S] the lift of T and S have boundary
defining functions (the lift of) RT and Rs respectively, and a superset of coordinates
on the lift of T is given by xi/(zi + RT), yj/(Yi + RT) for i,j > 1 and on the lift of
S by xi/(xi + Rs), yj/(yj + Rs) for i > I+ 1,j > m+ 1 on both spaces. This means
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that the identity map on Y \ S extends to a smooth map [Y; S; T] - [Y; T; S in
both directions. Each extension is therefore a canonical diffeomorphism. I
2.3. Operations on conormal functions.
The principal function spaces used in this thesis are spaces of polyhomogeneous
conormal functions, conormal either at a boundary hypersurface, as described in
[191, or an interior p-submanifold (eg, the diagonal). For such spaces we have the
Pullback and Pushforward theorems, allowing us to pull back and integrate whilst
preserving polyhomogeneity. These theorems are discussed in [19]; here we recast
them in the language of D-densities and also discuss the interior p-submanifold case.
Let f: X - Y be a b-fibration between manifolds with corners with degrees and
let ex(G) = d(G) - d(H) for G E M1(X) if f(G) = H E M1(Y), ex(G) = d(G) if
f(G) = Y.
THEOREM 2.2. (Pullback theorem) f induces a pullback map on functions
f*: Ag(Y) - Af (X)
where f#()(G) = 0 if f(G) = Y, f#()(G) = {(e(G,H)z + q,k) I (z,k) E
J(H),q e N} if f(G) = H.
THEOREM 2.3. (Pushforward theorem) If Re/C(G) > d(G) for all G such that
f(G) = Y, then the pushforward by f, that is, integration, of smooth compactly
supported densities extends to a map
f#: A h(X; D(X)) - A#(-Kex)(y; ,(y))
where f#(IC)(H) = { (z, k) 3 G1 ... Gk mapping to H and P1 ... Pk such that
(z/e(Gi, H),pi) E AC(Gi) and p = pi + * * + Pk + (k - 1)}.
The coefficients of the pullback f* h at a boundary defining function G in the first
theorem are given by pullbacks of restrictions of h to f(G). Under pushforward,
if the inverse image of H E M1(Y) is just one boundary hypersurface G then the
coefficients of flu are the pushforwards of the restrictions of u to G under frG, using
consistent boundary defining functions on X and Y to restrict. If the inverse image
of H is more than one boundary hypersurface of X then it is a messy business to
specify in general how the coefficients of u and f.u are related. Let us give a example
to illustrate a fairly simple case, and which will be sufficient for the computations
in this thesis.
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let C be the COo index family for X, let f: X - Y be a b-fibration
and suppose H E M1(Y) and exactly two boundary hypersurfaces G1, G2 map to
H, with ef(Gi,H) = 1 and ex(Gi) = 0. Let u E A'hg (X; QD(X)). The index set
for flu at H is {(n, O0), (n, 1) I n E N}. Let p be a boundary defining function for the
interior of H and rl, r2 boundary defining functions for Gi such that f*p = rr 2
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near int G1 G2. Use these boundary defining functions to restrict densities to
these boundaries. Then
u - (logpao,l + ao,o + O(plog p)) d(H)+1
where a,l = (frG nG2 )*(urtGnG2) and, with +)(x) a cutoff function near 0, equal to
1 near 0 and vanishing for x > 1,
a0,0 = lim [(fri )* ((1 - )( ) GI) + (frG2)*((1- i)( ) utG) + 2 log6 a o,].
These pushforwards are regularized integrals; the pushforward of u rG does not
exist because u is not integrable up to the boundary.
More generally, if f: X -- Y is a b-fibration, G is a boundary hypersurface of X
with boundary defining function p, and u is a b-density on X which is integrable at
all boundary hypersurfaces except possibly G, then the limit
lim f# ((1 - X[o,6])(p) ) - log 6(ftG)#(U rG)
610
exists and is denoted b-f u, or b-f u if the dependence on p needs emphasizing.
The regularized integral depends on p through the section dp of N*G; we have
bp - u - - (f ra)#(ur log lg (dPi
If the integral is formally computing the trace of an operator, then the regularized
integral is denoted b-Trdp. In the case of the regularized integral defining the b-eta
invariant on Mi, the integrand at the boundary vanishes pointwise after taking the
pointwise trace, and so the b-eta invariant is independent of the choice of boundary
defining function. For the b-zeta function, the integrand at the boundary is constant
in t, after taking pointwise trace and summing in q, and this implies that the b-
zeta function itself is also independent of the choice of boundary defining function.
Hence both these quantities are completely well defined.
The pushforward theorem also holds if we allow our densities on X to have interior
singularities along a p-submanifold S transverse to all boundary hypersurfaces of X
and to f. We denote such a space I A phg (X; QD(X); S) if the conormal order at
S is m. To see why this is true note first that by a standard result about wavefront
sets (see [12] for example) fu is smooth in the interior of Y. At the boundary,
consider the proof of the pushforward theorem in [19]. This involves killing off
terms in the asymptotic expansion of u at boundary hypersurfaces of X using test
differential operators B(IC,s). As S is transverse to all H E M(X) any normal
vector field rH is f-related to a normal vector field r tangent to S. Then applying
B(k, s) kills top terms in the asymptotic expansion at G while preserving the order
of conormality at S. This shows the image space is the same as in Theorem 2.3.
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2.4. Two Bli wup Lemmas.
The impor ace of b-fibrations has been discussed in section 1.4. In modifying
spaces of Mazzeo-Melrose we often face the situation where we have a b-fibration
f: X -* Y and we perform operations (eg blowups) on X and Y, obtaining new
spaces X, Y. We would like f to lift to a b-fibration f: X - Y. The first and
second lemmas below show when one can regain a b-fibration when a submanifold
is blown up in Y or X respectively. These results are due to Richard Melrose; I
thank him for allowing them to appear here.
LEMMA 2.5. Let f: X - Y be a b-fibration between compact manifolds with cor-
ners and suppose that T C Y is a closed p-submanifold such that for each boundary
hypersurface H C Y intersecting T, and each G E M1(X), either ef(G, H) = 0
or ef(G, H) = 1. Then, with S the minimal collection of p-submanifolds of X into
which the lift of T under f decomposes, f extends from the complement of f- 1 (T)
to a b-fibration
(2.2) fT: [X,S] - [Y, T]
for any order of blow up of the elements of S.
PROOF: The result is local in nature, so we may restrict attention neighbourhoods
of q E T and p E X such that f(p) = q. Choose coordinates x, . . .,, ,, y' -,k
near q, such that q = ( ... , 0), the x are nonnegative, the take values in (-, e)
and in terms of which T = {z -..- = = y X =...= y = O}. Because of the
assumption on the boundary exponents of f, it is possible to choose coordinates
X,... , k, Y1,. . . Yn-k near p E X so that
f*x = J x, 1 < i < I and f*YI = y., 1 < j < n' -k'
;.3) rEli
with the Ii C { 1... k} nonempty and disjoint.
Since f is a b-fibration, necessarily k' > k and n' - k' < n - k.
In these coordinates
f-l(T) { Xr = 1 <, i < I _and, yj = 0,1 j m}.
rfli
Thus an element of S, the collection of p-submanifolds into which f-l(T) decom-
poses, is determined by the choice of an index from each of the Ii. Choice of an
ordering S1,..., SN of the elements of S gives
Sk = {Xkl = ' = Zk, = Y1 = m = 0}
with ki E Ii. Thus N is the product over i of the number of elements in Ii and for
each k with 1 < k < N, ki is the unique element of Ii such that Xki vanishes on Sk.
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Consider the action of blowing up S1. This replaces S1 by its inward pointing
spherical normal bundle. The function R1 = x11 +... + xl, + (y +. + y)/Ym
defines the new boundary hypersurface so introduced. Consider the functions
(i) if i = j for some j
xi otherwise
() if l<i<m
yj otherwise
Observe that ( 1) + + (1) + ((y(l))2 + (y(l))2)1/2 = 1 and that dx(1) 0
unless x(1 ) = 1 and similarly, dy(l) 0 unless y() = ±1 if 1 < j < m. Away
from the front face of [X; S1] nothing has changed and near each point of this new
boundary hypersurface R1 and some n -1 of the n functions (1), y1) form a
coordinate system, the one function excluded being non-zero. The lifts to [X, S1]
of the submanifolds Sk, k > 2 are therefore given by the vanishing of the functions
X(1) ... (1) (1) (... ), which being zero must be amongst the coordinates at
each point of the lifted submanifold.
Thus, after the first blowup the combinatorial arrangement is as before, with one
less submanifold Sk. We can therefore proceed to blow up S2, S3, ... , SN and define
successive functions
R = x (kl)+ .... + (k1) + ((y2) +... + (Ym)2)
X(k) { .I if i = kj for some j
2i = xi otherwise
(1) if l<i<m
YJ yj otherwise.
Then the Rk for k = 1,..., I are defining functions for the blown up surfaces.
Consider the map
(2.4) f4T[X,] Y, f = of
where x: [X, S] X is the total blowdown map. The coordinates pull back to
be of the form
(f)*X = r /Xr = r [XrN) H Rk] = R... RN II ( N
rEhi rEI; ks.t. r=ki rEIi
(f'T)*y1 = R1R 2 . . RNyN.
Thus, R' = xL +... + +x+(y2 +... + y'2)l/2 lifts to
RI'... RN l X((N)) + ( y N) 2
1: 11 ri=1 r~ ~~·"i
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The right factor does not vanish. Indeed, for it to vanish one would have a point
where some (N), ri E Ii for each i and each y(N) vanished. But the choice {ri} cor-
responds to some submanifold Sk and after Sk is blown up, E r, +( A y(k)2)1/2 -
1. Thus (f)R' =aR... RN,
(fT)*X: = ai | x (N) and
Ir rEi
Yj , (N)(fT)* = a ' y
where a, ai and a are smooth positive functions. This shows that the map (2.4)
lifts to a map (2.2) which is a b-fibration. I
Most of the b-fibrations, f: X - Y, we consider below have an additional
property, namely
(2.5) f*( f PH)= I PG-
HEM 1(Y) GEM 1(X)
If py E C(Y) is a 'total boundary defining function' in the sense that it is the
product of defining functions for all the boundary hypersurfaces of Y, then (2.5)
requires f*py to be a total boundary defining function for X. In terms of the
boundary exponents this amounts to requiring that ef(G,H) = 0 or 1 for each
G E M1(X) and H E M1(Y) and that for each G E M1 (X) there exists precisely
one H E M1(Y) with ef(G,H) = 1. The assumption that f is a b-fibration means
that there can be at most one such H for each G.
DEFINITION 2.6. We say that a b-fibration is simple if it satisfies (2.5).
Following the proof of Lemma 2.5 we have also shown:
COROLLARY 2.7. Under the conditions of Lemma 5, if f is simple then so is fT in
(2.2).
As preamble to the next lemma, we define the relative b-tangent space of a p-
submanifold. For a p-submanifold, S, of a manifold with corners, X, the (relative)
b-tangent space bTp (S,X) C bTpX at p E S is the linear space of values at p of
those elements of Vb(X) which are tangent to S. Its dimension is dim S + k where k
is the codimension of the smallest boundary face, Fa(S), containing S (so k = 0 if
S is an interior p-submanifold). These spaces form a bundle bT (5, X) over S and
the quotient by bN Fa(S), the b-normal space to Fa(S), is canonically isomorphic to
the (intrinsic) b-tangent bundle to S:
(2.6) bT (S, X) /bNs Fa(S) bTS.
LEMMA 2.8. Let f: X - Y be a b-fibration of compact manifolds with corners
and suppose that S C X is a closed p-submanifold to which f is b-transversal, in
the sense that
null(f* r bTpX) + bTp (S, X) = bTpX V p e 5,
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and such that f(S) is not contained in any boundary face of Y of codimension 2.
Then the composition of the blowdown map 3: [X, S] - X with f is a b-fibration
(2.8) f': [X, S] Y.
PROOF: The b-tangent map of the blowdown map is onto bT (S, X) at each point
of /3-1 S. The b-transversality condition implies that composition with bf. maps onto
bTX, so f' is a b-submersion. The condition on f(S) means that f(S) is a boundary
face of codimension 1 or 0, so that f' is actually a b-fibration.
In view of (2.6) the condition of b-transversality in (2.7) is equivalent to the b-
transversality of f r Fa(S), as a b-fibration onto f(Fa(S)), to S as a submanifold of
Fa(S). This can also be restated as the condition that f restricts to S to a b-fibration
onto f(S), which is often simple to check.
2.5. Logarithmic blow up.
To handle the logarithmic behaviour of the surgery problem, when the boundary
operator is not invertible, we introduce a new form of blow up. If X is a com-
pact manifold with corners and PH E C(X) is a defining function for one of the
boundary hypersurfaces, H, then define
C([X,H]log) = g(ilgpH,fl,. .. ,fp);g E C`(RP+'), fi E C(X))
(2.9) where ilg PH = 1 
log PH
This is a new Co structure on X, albeit diffeomorphic to the original one. In fact
this Co structure is independent of the choice of defining function PH, and so defines
[X, H]log. Since PH is a Co function of ilg PH, namely
(2.10) PH e ilg pH)
the identity map on X is smooth as a map /3og: [X,H]Iog - X. Clearly the
operations of logarithmic blow up of two or more hypersurfaces commute. This
allows us to define unambiguously the 'total logarithmic blow-up' XIlg of X by
blowing up each of the boundary hypersurfaces.
Perhaps surprisingly, an appropriate combination of the non-algebraic notion of
logarithmic blowup with certain (ordinary) blow ups behaves well with respect to
certain b-fibrations. To illustrate this we give a simple example.
EXAMPLE 2.9. Consider the b-fibration g: X - Y where X = [0, oo)2, Y = [0, oo)
and g(x1,x2) = xlx 2. In terms of the boundary defining functions r = ilgx, pi =
ilg xl and P2 = ilg x2, we have, in the interior of X
* 1 1 1 _ P1P2
log log ' log + log pI + P2
Thus g does not lift to a smooth map from Xlog to Ylog. If we further blow up
X by defining X = [Xlog; (0, 0)] then boundary defining functions for X are P1 =
Plt + P2 = P-+P- and p3 = P + P2 for the new face. Thus g*r = l31 2 /3, so it
follows that g lifts to a b-fibration : X - Fiog.
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We generalise this result in the next lemma. Before it is stated we need to
introduce the notion of "total boundary blow up".
2.6. Total boundary blow up.
The total boundary blow up, Xtb, of a compact manifold with corners, X, is de-
fined by blowing up (in the radial sense) all the boundary faces, in increasing order
of dimension. Blowing up all faces of dimension < k separates the lifts of the faces
of dimension k, so there are no ambiguities of order in this definition. The bound-
ary hypersurfaces of Xtb are parametrized by M'(X), the set of proper boundary
faces of X. In the next lemma we consider the effect of the combined operations of
logarithmic blowup and total boundary blowup on simple b-fibrations. This result
is applied in subsequent chapters to the surgery spaces of Mazzeo-Melrose to obtain
new "logarithmic surgery spaces".
LEMMA 2.10. Let f: X - Y be a simple b-fibration of compact manifolds with
corners. Then f lifts from the interior to a simple b-fibration (flog)tb (Xlog)tb 
(Y1og)tb -
PROOF: Again this is a local result. Using [19], chapter 2 we can assume that f
takes the form in local coordinates:
(xl...Xk, Yl.. yn-k) X ( I Xii, , x i,.. Yn-kl)
iEIt iEIk
The condition (2.5) implies that the Is form a partition of { 1,..., k} . If g: X' ,
Y' is a fibration of manifolds without boundary then the result holds for f x g if
it holds for f. Thus the factors of Rn- k in the domain and Rn' - k' in the range can
be dropped and it suffices to prove the result for maps of the form
(2.11) (X(H...rk) ( xi,..., xi).
iEIi iEIk
The composite of two simple b-fibrations is again a simple b-fibration and, the
same operations being applied in domain and range, the result holds for the com-
posite if it holds for the factors. The map (2.11) decomposes into the composite of
simple b-fibrations of the form
f: k ,' k-l
(2.12) (l,.. . Xk) ) (Xl,... ,2k-2,Xk-1Xk)
with appropriate permutation of the coordinates, so we only need to prove the
lemma for Yis, f, of the form (2.12).
With X = and Y = R+ - let f be as in (2.12). Using the result of example 9
in the previous section, we see that f lifts to a b-fibration f: [Xog; K] -+ Yiog
where K is the lift to the logarithmic space of {xk-1 = xk = 0}. Denote by K the
new boundary hypersurface produced by the blowup of K. To lift to (XIlg)tb, we
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use Lemma 2.5. Thus (og)tb is produced from Yiog by blowing up all codimension
I hypersurfaces for I = (k - 1)... 1 successively. Denote the lift to (Xlog)tb of
hypersurface xi = 0 by Hi, and denote by i the sequence of blowups 71:l,l followed
by 7'1,2 followed by 71I,3 where
'H, = all -fold intersections of H 1 ... Hk-2
7l:,2 = all -fold intersections of H 1 ... Hk-2 and K involving K
7'/t,3 = all -fold intersections of H 1 ... Hk involving
exactly one of {Hk-l1, Hk }.
Then by Lemma 2.5, f lifts to a map
- = [Xiog; K; Hk-,.. , H2] - Y.
Claim: A = (Xlog)tb. We show this by proving inductively that
(2.13) X =[Xiog; all faces of codimension > I + 1;
F ,l; Xf1,3; K; HI-1 X... A2].
For I = k this space is , for = 2 it is (Xlog)tb. Assume that the statement is
true for some , 2 < I < k. To show that it is true for I - 1 we will use Lemma 2.1
and the following separation result:
If all faces of X = R . of codimension > m have been blown up (in in-
creasing order of dimension) then the lifts of H,(i) n ... n H(p+r) and
Ho(p) n .. n H(p+,) (where a is a permutation and s > r) are disjoint if
p + s > m. (This is true because they are separated when Ha(l)n n... 
H,(p+s) is blown up.)
We now commute the K blowup past the :-l = {7 :I-,1, 7 : -1,2, 7:-l ,3 } blowups.
By the result above, in [Xlog; all faces of codimension > I + 1] K is disjoint from
all faces in '/I-l,l so the K blowup commutes with the l-l,l blowups. Again by
this result, any two faces in 71I-:1,2 are disjoint, and they are all contained in K, so
by Lemma 2.1 we may do the 7l-1,2 blowups first. They are then, by the result,
disjoint from the 7 1 -l,l faces, so can be commuted past these too. When we do
this, they yield with the 7I,l1 and 7:1,3 blowups all the codimension I faces, so we
get
X = [Xog; all faces of codimension > ; 7:-l,l; K; 7H:-1,3; 7l1-2... 7-H2]-
By the result again K is disjoint from all 71:-1,3 faces so we obtain (2.13) for I-1.
This completes the induction, so we have shown that f lifts to (fiog)tb (Xlog)tb -
(FYog)tb. Finally, both the result of the example and Lemma 2.5 preserve (2.5) so
(flog)tb is simple. 
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Let us make some definitions concerning spaces of the form (Zlog)tb for some
manifold with corners Z. We define the degree d(H) (see section 2.1) of a hypersur-
face H of (Zlog)tb to be the codimension of the face of Z of which it is the blowup.
The reason we introduce this notion is because of the following results on lifting
densities. Define the cusp density bundle Qc(X) to be nIHEMI(X) pHl2b(X); in
other words, the density bundle where all degrees are equal to 1. Then we have
LEMMA 2.11.
(2.14) 3 gfQb(X) = Qc(XIog)
(2.15) tbQcf(X1og) = QD((Xlog)tb)
PROOF: (2.14) follows because dp/p = d(ilgp)/(ilgp) 2. To prove (2.15), let F =
H1 n ... n Hk be a face of codimension k in X1og. Denoting the boundary defining
function for Pt*bF by rF, we have
OtbPH = i rF.
FCH
Under blowup of a boundary face, the b-density bundle lifts to the b-density bundle.
Therefore,
/tb I PH 1b(Xlog) = rF (X°Og)tb)
HEM1(X) HEMi(X) FCH
= II rFCodim Fb((Xlog)tb) 
FEM'(X)
If S C M is a p-submanifold, define [(Zlog)tb x M; a (Zlog)tb X S] to be the space
(Ziog)tb x M with submanifolds H x S, for all H E M1 ( (Ziog)tb ) blown up in order
of decreasing degree; there are no ordering ambiguities because all hypersurfaces of
(Zlog)tb of a given degree are disjoint.
LEMMA 2.12. Let f: X - Y be a simple b-fibration and S C M be a p-
submanifold then the map (flog)tb X Id: (Xlos)tb X M ) (Yiog)tb X M lifts to
a simple b-fibration
[(Xlo0)tb x M; X x S] - [(Ylog)tb x M; aY x S].
PROOF: We argue as in the proof of Lemma 2.10 to reduce the proof to the case
where f is of the form (2.12). We apply Lemma 2.5 to the OY x S blowups to lift
the b-fibration.
Consider the inverse images of all the submanifolds H x S for all hypersurfaces
H of Y of fixed degree d. Each such submanifold has as inverse image a union
of submanifolds G x S, which are disjoint if they correspond to different H. Since
(flog)tb is a b-fibration and dim (XlOg)tb = dim (Yiog)tb + 1, we have d(G) = d(H)
or d(H) + 1. Hence in (Xlog)tb x M we can choose the order of blowup so that the
G x S are also blown up in order of decreasing d(G). Condition (2.5) for (fiog)tb
means that as H runs through all hypersurfaces of (Yiog)tb, G runs through all
hypersurfaces of (Xlog)tb, so we obtain precisely [(Xlog)tb x M; OX x S] as the new
domain. 
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Chapter 3. The Single Space
In section 1.4 we noted that the surgery spaces of Mazzeo-Melrose will not suffice
to construct the resolvent of A when the boundary Dirac operator is not invertible.
Instead, consideration of the eigenfunctions on an interval under surgery suggested
that the resolvent will be a smooth (conormal) function of y, y' and the "rescaled
distance"
arclength arcsinh ilg e e
as - --- 0.
total length 2arcsinh ilg , x
This suggests working on a space on which these functions are smooth. We
therefore make the following definition.
3.1. Definition.
We define the 'logarithmic' single surgery space by:
(3.1) XL = ((X)Io) t b.
Here the single surgery space defined in [16] and Mazzeo-Melrose is obtained by
blow up of H at = 0:
(3.2) X, = [M x [0,eo]; H x 0}].
By Lemma 2.10, the b-fibration X8 - [0, eo] lifts to a b-fibration XL -
[0, ilg Eo]ilg . Therefore ilg e is a smooth function on XL, vanishing to first order on
all boundary faces (at e = 0). We will write XLs, the "zero space", for [0, ilg EO]ilg 
below. The space XL, has four types of boundary hypersurfaces. The lift of the
boundary e = 0 will be denoted Bo(XLS); it is the surgery boundary. The lift of the
surgery front face will be denoted B1 (XL) and again called the surgery front face.
The new hypersurfaces constructed in the last, total boundary, blow up in (3.1) will
be called the logarithmic surgery faces and denoted B2(XLs). There is also a 'trivial'
boundary hypersurface at = eo. Both BO(XLS) and B2(XL) have two components;
these will be denoted B+o(XL), B±2(XL) with the sign corresponding to the local
orientation of H.
The diffeomorphism types of these boundary hypersurfaces are easily identified.
Clearly
(3.3) Bo(XL.) - Mlog
is just the manifold with boundary, M, obtained by cutting M along H with its
boundary blown up logarithmically. The front face of X8 is the radial compactifi-
cation of the normal bundle to H in M; this compactification is denoted H. Lifted
to (XS)log this becomes Hlog. The final blow up does not change the structure of
this face so
(3.4) B1(XLs) = Hlog.
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ilg E
4
I
ilg x
Figure 1. Boundary faces of XL,.
The essentially new faces introduced by the passage from X, to XL, are the
radial compactifications of the normal bundles to the corners of (X,)log. These
are interval bundles over H. The two functions ilg x and ilg(e/x) can be taken as
defining functions for the corner, in the closure of the region e < < . Thus the
limiting value
ilg ilg Elim i x>0
(3.5) s= jilg z,ilg(/z).O ilg + ilg(e/s) ilg(e/x)
lim - ilg(-x) - ilg < 0
ilg -z,ilg(-e/z)O0 ilg(-x) + ilg(-e/z) ilg(-e/x)
is a global variable along the fibres. If x is replaced by another defining function
for H, x' = a(x, y)x with a > 0, then
(3.6) ilg ' = ilgx 1 ilg(e/x') = ilg(e/z)1 - ilgx . loga 1 + ilg(e/x) log a
Thus the limiting value of s in (3.5) is unchanged. It follows that B2(XL,) is a
canonically trivial bundle over H. Occasionally we will use the notation H for
AM = H U H, the disjoint union of two copies of H, and write H x [0,1]. for
H x ([-1, 0O] U [0, 1).
3.2. Densities.
The Riemannian density of g, is of the form Vg = ( 2 + E2)-V where 0 < v E
C"([0, eo0]; Q(M)). We shall adopt a slightly different normalization of densities from
that used in Mazzeo-Melrose and consider the (trivial) bundle, Qx, over M x [0, eo],
which has a generating section vg ® tdel/e. This bundle is just the density bundle
over M x (0, eo] and lifts to X. to
(3.7) (l[X, {0} x HI)*Qx Qb(Xa).
Notice that if the extra factor of e-1 is omitted, as it is in the normalization of
Mazzeo-Melrose, then one simply gets the density bundle in (3.7) instead of the
b-density bundle.
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The advantage of the extra factor of e-1 is that QX lifts to be simple on XL. By
Lemma 2.11, we have
(3.8) 1og- tbQb(Xs) = QD(XL) = P0 2 P23p 12 (XLs).
3.3. Lift of V,(X).
In Mazzeo-Melrose it is shown that the Laplacian associated to a surgery metric
lifts to X, to an element of Diff 2(X.), which is the enveloping algebra of V(X,),
the Lie subalgebra of Vb(X,) consisting of those vector fields which are tangent to
the fibres of e = constant. V may also be described as the vector fields on X,
tangent to e = constant of finite length with respect to g,. We need to consider
the lift of V,(X,) to XL. As noted in section 3.1 we know that ilg e lifts to a C'
function on XL, which is a total boundary defining function for all the boundary
hypersurfaces above e = 0. Consider the Lie algebra
(39) VL(XL) = V E Vb(XLs); V ilg e = 0 and
V is tangent to the fibres of B2(XLs) over [-1, 1]}.
As with V,, VL, is the space of C sections of a vector bundle. To describe this
bundle directly on XL, let bTXLS C bTXLs be the subbundle of codimension one
given by
bTXLs = null b ilg e: bTXLs bTXLS.
Since the map ilg e: XL. -+ XL is a b-fibration, null(b ilg e) has codimension one at
every point. Let F C bTXLS rB2 be the subbundle tangent to the fibration B2 -+
[-1, 1]. Then VLs is the space of smooth sections of bTXLS that lie in F at B 2. As
explained in [17], chapter 8, this means that there is a bundle LSTXLS = F (bTXLS)
(in the notation of [17]) such that VL, is precisely the space of smooth sections of
LSTXLS. The metric lifts to a non-degenerate fibre metric on LSTXLS.
LSTXLS is supposed to be the 'correct' replacement for the usual tangent bundle
TXLS in surgery geometry, in the approach outlined in [20]. We define surgery
form bundles, surgery Clifford bundles, surgery frame bundles and surgery spinor
bundles using LTXLS. Thus the surgery cotangent bundle, LST*XLS is defined to
be the dual of LSTXLS. The surgery form bundle LA*XLs is the exterior bundle of
the surgery cotangent bundle. The surgery Clifford bundle LSC 1 XLs is the fibrewise
Clifford algebra of the surgery cotangent bundle with respect to the fibre metric g,
(defined on LST*XLs by duality). If M" is spin, then the bundle of orthonormal
frames of LST*XLS lifts to a Spin(n) bundle Spin(XLs), which reduces over B2 to
have structure group Spin(n - 1). The surgery spinor bundle is the associated
bundle
S(XL.) = Spin(XLs) XSpin(n) S,
where S is the (irreducible) representation of Spin(n) on C2A (where n = 2k + 1).
Over B2, S(XL,) has a natural splitting S(XL) = S+(H)E S-(H) given by the ±1
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eigenspaces of the surgery Clifford element dx/(T+ ); restricted to each leaf
{s = constant} of B2 they are the plus and minus spinor spaces associated with aH.
We define the space of Ls-differential operators, DiffLS XL, to be the set of all
differential operators which are sums of products of vector fields in VLS and smooth
bundle maps (in other words, the enveloping algebra of VL. tensored with bundle
maps). Then we have:
LEMMA 3.1. The operators O, d+6 and A, where 6 is the adjoint ofd with respect
to g, are Ls-differential operators on LsC1 XLs and LSA*XLs respectively.
PROOF: We may write O, = Z cl(ei)Vi , for an orthonormal frame ei of the surgery
cotangent bundle. The operator Vi is in VL, and cl(ei) is a smooth bundle map
on LCl XL. Similarly, we may write d = (eiA)Vi and = Vi(eiL), and
(eiA) and eiL are smooth bundle maps on L'A*XL,. Hence, A, = (d + 6)2 is also a
Ls-differential operator. I
The next result identifies VLs in terms of the Lie Algebra V, of Mazzeo-Melrose:
LEMMA 3.2. The Lie algebra V,(X,) lifts to XLs to span, over C°(XLs), the
boundary-fibration structure VLs(X) given by (3.9).
PROOF: Away from the blown up submanifolds this is obviously so. Moreover it
is certainly local over open sets of M so it suffices to consider the product case
M = H x (-1,1) where H is just an open set in Euclidean space. The blow-ups
preserve the product structure so it suffices to consider the case that H is a point.
Thus we only need consider the lift of the vector field
(3.10) V0 = (X2 + e2) 
Near the corner of X, the projective coordinates k = e/x and x are valid and in
terms of these
Vo =(1 2) (1+ka - k) .
Under the logarithmic blow up of both boundary hypersurfaces this in turn lifts to
V = (1 +exp(- ) ( I2
where f = ilg x and re = ilg k. Finally under the radial blow up of f = /c = 0 this
becomes
(3.11) V = + exp(-2(1 - Po) ) P2 - P2 a)
or
(3.12) o = (1 + exp(- 2 P2 ( P p - P2P2 )
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in terms of the coordinates p2 = and po = /(K + ) = (1 - s) or P2 = K and
p1 = /(K + ~) = which together cover the new face. It is now easy to check that
Vo spans the algebra VLs(X) in this case, so proving the result in general. 
This Lemma also shows that LSTXLS (A/og-tb)*'TXs, where STX, is the surgery
tangent space of Mazzeo-Melrose.
Consider the normal operators for the structure VL(X). At the level of the Lie
algebra these correspond to freezing the coefficients of VL(X) at the various integral
submanifolds. Each level surface of E on which it is non-zero forms such an integral
submanifold and VL(X) restricts to the space of all smooth vector fields on these
surfaces. The more interesting integral submanifolds are those lying over e = 0.
There are three essentially different cases. Consider first the restriction algebras.
Let us define the notation Vf(Y) for the subalgebra of Vb(Y) consisting of those
vector fields tangent to the leaves of a b-fibration f: Y ) Y' and Vc(X) for the
cusp algebra, determined by a choice of boundary defining function p on a compact
manifold X with boundary, Y:
V(Y) = C(X)-span {p2 o , a }
LEMMA 3.3. Restriction to the three types of boundary hypersurfaces above e = 0
gives surjective Lie algebra homomorphisms
(3.13) R0 = No: VL(X) - Vc(Miog)
(3.14) R 2 : VL,(X) ) Vf(H x [0, 11)
(3.15) R1 = N1 : VLs(X) , Vc(Hg)
where f: H x [0, 1] , [0, 1] is the projection.
PROOF: As in the proof of Lemma 3.2 it suffices to consider the special case where
M is an interval. Then (3.13) just arises as the restriction of V0o in (3.11) to s = 0,
giving ~2O/89, which, with the vector fields on H, generates the cusp algebra with
distinguished boundary defining function 5. The other two restriction maps can
be analyzed in the same way, with (3.14) arising from the fact that Vo in (3.12)
vanishes at p2 = 0. I
The notation No and N1 in (3.13) and (3.15) is justified by the fact that the null
spaces of these maps are precisely the Lie ideals I. VL,(X) where I is the ideal of
functions defining the boundary hypersurface in question; thus these maps are in-
deed the normal operators in the sense of [18] and the range spaces can be identified
with C(H; LSTXLS) for the corresponding boundary hypersurface in Mi(XL,).
This is not the case for restriction to B2(XLs). Rather the null space of the
restriction map
(3.16) C°O (B2(XLs);L'TXLs) , Vf(H [0, 11)
is a one-dimensional Lie algebra over B2 (XL,). This line bundle is important since
it generates the reduced normal operator, the properties of which largely determine
the behaviour of the small eigenvalues of the Dirac operator and Laplacian. In fact
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LEMMA 3.4. If V E VL,(X) has R2(V) = 0 then V/ ilg e is smooth up to the interior
of B2(XLS) and, by projecting off any term in Vf(H x [0, 1]), defines a vector field
RN(V) = rn(V)D., where rn(V) E C°(B 2 (XLS)), on the fibres of B2(XL,) over H
which is smooth up to the boundary (but not necessarily vanishing there) and is
such that rn(V) = 0 if and only V E I(B2(XL,)) VL,(X).
PROOF: Again this is just a matter of examining the behaviour of the vector field
Vo, in (3.11). Using the coordinates of (3.11), in the interior of B2(XL) ilg = P1P2
so the restriction of (ilg e)- Vo to = 0 is just
(3.17) RN(Vo) = s
This shows it to be smooth and non-vanishing up to both boundaries of B2.
Thus, together, the two maps R2 and RN capture the full normal operator at
B2(XL).-
Let us now calculate quite explicitly the form of the Dirac operator and the
Laplacian in local coordinates near the boundary hypersurfaces of XLS. If we restrict
to the interior of a given face, we may use ilg e as a boundary defining function; this
is a good choice because [, ilg e] = [A, ilg e] = 0.
LEMMA 3.5. We have the following expressions in coordinates for the Dirac operator
and the Laplacian near the interior of the boundary hypersurfaces of XLS:
(i) Near interior B1, using coordinates y, r = sinh- l(/e) and ilg e, we have
0, = (-iVr) + 0 H + V Q,
(3.18) A, = -(V,) 2 + AH + V Q
where v is a function vanishing to infinite order at this face and Q, Q' are Ls-
differential operators of order at most one, respe--ively two.
(ii) Near interior B2, using coordinates y, s = ilg e sinh- (x/e) and ilg e, we have
, = ilg e (-iV,) + AH + V Q,
(3.19) A, = -(ilg ) 2(V.) 2 + AH + V Q'
with v, Q, Q' as above.
(iii) Near interior Bo, and close to B 2, using coordinates y, ~ = ilg x and ilg e, we
have
,e = (-i~2Vt) + OH + V. Q,
(3.20) A, = _( 2 V4) 2 + AH + v . Q'
with v a function vanishing to infinite order at B2 and Q, Q' as above. Near interior
Bo, using the lift of coordinates on M and ilg e, we have
5, = 3o +v Q,
(3.21) A, = A + v. Q'
with v vanishing to infinite order at Bo and Q, Q' are as before.
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PROOF: If h in the definition of the surgery metric is a product metric in Ix < 6
for some defining function x for H, then (3.18) - (3.20) follow easily from (3.10) -
(3.12). So write
h = hij(o, y)dy'dyj + x . h,j(x, y)dy'dyJ + h(x, y)dxdyj + h"'(x, y)dx2
= hij(o, y)dy'dyi + x hij(x, y)dyidyi
dx dx 2
v/- + E2 h(x ) + dyj + (X2 + (2)h"'(x Y) )
where the second time we wrote the metric in terms of the smooth surgery form
dx/vx 2.+ . The lifts to XL, of x, V Tx+ and (x2 + 2) vanish to infinite order
at B 1 and B2 so only contribute to 3 or A a term of the form v · Q or v Q'. The
first term is a product metric in a collar neighbourhood of H so gives the principal
terms. Hence (3.18) - (3.20) are established. (3.21) follows because in the interior
of Bo, the surgery metric g, = go + e g' and e vanishes rapidly on Bo. 
3.4. Models.
The Lie algebra homomorphisms in (3.13) - (3.15) extend to homomorphism
of the enveloping algebras and define three of the four (closely related) 'model
problems' we need to discuss in order to invert the original operator.
PROPOSITION 3.6. For the Dirac operator (Laplacian) of the metric g, the normal
operator Ro((,) (Ro(A)) is the lift to Mlog of the Dirac operator (Laplacian), o
(Ao), of M of the exact b-metric go; the normal operator Rl(3,) (R (A)) is the lift
to Hlog of the indicial operator of 3o (Ao) as an R+-invariant operator in H, the
normal bundle to H in X; and the restriction operator R2(a]) (Ro(A)) is 1JH (AH),
acting on the leaves of B2(XL,).
Thus the first three model problems are just the Laplacian on M and its indicial
operator (in two guises). The fourth model problem arises from the reduced normal
operator of Lemma 3.4.
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let II be the orthogonal projection on the null space of 3H and
let s be the coordinate in (3.5). If u E C°(B 2 (XLs)) is in the range of II and i is
any smooth extension of u to XL, then
(3.22) RN(3)u = II ((ilg e)-1'U r B2(XL)) = 7 Du,
independent of the choice of extension. Similarly, let II be the orthogonal projection
on the null space of AH, and let P2 be a boundary defining function for B2. If
u E C"(B 2(XLs)) is in the range of H and i is an extension of u to C"(XLs) such
that AH(Vap 2i) = 0, then Aii vanishes to second order at B2 and
(3.23) RN(A)u = II ((ilg)-2A r B2(XL,)) = D2u,
independent of the choice of extension.
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PROOF: In the interior of B 2, use s, y and ilg e as coordinates. Then, writing ii as
a Taylor series in ilg e off B 2 and using the coordinate representations of 3 and A
in (3.19), the proposition follows.
The fourth model operator is therefore the ordinary differential operator 7 D,
(DL2 ) acting on smooth functions on [-1,0] U [0, 1] with values in the null space of
3H (AH). In fact this operator comes with boundary conditions which turn it into
an unbounded self-adjoint operator on the interval [-1,1]. To discuss these we need
to recall, from [17], some properties of the 'extended L2 null space' of an elliptic
operator. Here the cases of the Dirac operator and the Laplacian are somewhat
different, so we discuss them separately. Let us treat the Laplacian first, as it
is the more complicated case. Consider the null space of A 0 on the weighted L2
space x-6 L2(M ), for 6 small. Each element v of this null space has an asymptotic
expansion
(3.24)
Aov = 0, v E x- 6 L2(M±) =•' v = vl logX + 0 + v' near H, AH(Vi) = 0, ' E L.
These generalized boundary values define a map into null(AH)Enull(AH); the range
will be written A±. It is necessarily a Lagrangian subspace of null(AH) E null(AH),
so in particular has dimension equal to that of null(AH). For 6 > 0 small enough
this gives a short exact sequence
(3.25)
0 c {v E 6 L(M±); Aov = 0} , {v E x-6 L(M*); AoV = 0} A - 0
This Lagrangian subspace defines the boundary condition for the reduced normal
operator. From these Lagrangian spaces we define two subspaces of null(AH):
(3.26) A = {u' E null(AH); (u',0) E A}(3.26)
AN = {u" E null(AH);3 (u',u") E A}
Clearly the sum of the dimensions of AD and A , is equal, for either sign, to the
dimension of null(A1 ). It was also shown in [17] that A D and 4 are the +1
eigenspaces of the scattering matrix associated to A M at A = 0 , so the boundary
conditions are determined by the scattering matrix.
To understand the boundary conditions associated to the fourth model operator,
we prove a lemma concerning approximate small eigenfunctions u, by which we will
mean 2u E CO(XL; 4 XLS) such that (A - (ilg)z 2 )u E (XL; X
"Small" refers to the fact that the eigenvalue goes to zero with ilg e. We will see in
chapter 6 that such u are indeed a good approximation to a surgery eigenfunction.
For such u we have by Propostion 7, AH (u r B 2) = 0, o r B 2 can be regarded
as a null(AH)-valued function ii on [-1, 0], U [0, 1],.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose u E Cc(XL,; £Q5XLs) satisfies
(3.27) (A - (ilg )2Z 2 )u E ppp3Coo(XL2; XL)(3.27) (  - (ilg e)2z 2) L ; poXLP2L
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Then u is C° on [-1, 1]s, with
(3.28) (D' - z2 )ai = 0,
(3.29) and u r s = -1} e AD, Di r s = -1} EA N
r {s = +1} E A+ D , r s = +1} E A N
Conversely, if ui satisfies (3.28) and (3.29) then there is an extension u satisfying
(3.27).
Remark: This Proposition is due to Richard Melrose.
PROOF: We first show that and ai match across s = 0. Using the local co-
ordinates ilg E, r = sinh-l(z/E) and y near the interior of B 1, we have by (3.18)
(A - (ilg) 2 z2 ) = -(r)2 + AH plus terms of second order. On B 1, u B1 is
bounded, and (AH - (9 2 ))(u r B1 ) = 0, so u r B1 must be constant in r; hence
the values of ii r B2 match across s = 0. We also have (H - () 2 )((ilgs u) r
B1 ) = 0, and (lsu) r B1 = r (plu) E r Co(Bi), so lIgU is linear in r:
((0&l, gu) r B1 ) = a + fr. (NB: Here we are taking the derivative &,lg, keeping r and
y fixed, not lifting s,18, from XS,.) Hence
Au Ou
r B+ 2 n B 1 == r B-2n B 1,
so also au matches across s = 0.
A similar argument on B 2 and Bo shows (3.29). Since u r Bo E null(^AR) and is
bounded, the boundary value u r Bo B 2 E AD . In the interior of Bo near B2 we can
use coordinates ~ = ilg , ilg e and y. Then by (3.20) (A - (ilg E)2z 2) = (2 )2 +
An up to terms of second order. We therefore have AM (lg u r Bo) = 0, and
(Oig Efu) r Bo = -'(8su) E -'1 C(Bo),
au r B2 n Bo = r o n B2 e lTSB d ilg e r I~.
This establishes (3.29). Finally, we show the smoothness of . Near the interior
of B2 , using a, ilg e and y we have, by (3.19) (,A- (ilg e)2 z 2) = ilg E2 . (D2 - z2 ) + AH
up to terms of infinite order. Since (A - (ilg e)2 z2 )u vanishes to third order on B2 ,
(Do2 - 2 ) = 2H((a ) u r B 2 ).0 ilg e
The left hand side is in null(AH) and the right hand side is orthogonal to the null
space, so each must vanish. This gives (3.28); and then since satisfies a second
order o.d.e. and i and its derivative match at s = 0, ii extends smoothly across
s = 0. This yields the necessity of (3.28) and (3.29).
To prove the sufficiency, we reverse the argument. The argument yields the
(unique) first and second terms in the Taylor series off Bo and B 1, which are com-
patible with the given ui and are killed by the normal operators Ro(A), Rl(A).
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These are also compatible with taking p,,u B 2 = 0. Then, by propositions 6 and
7, u satisfies (3.27). 
The argument to establish the boundary conditions for the Dirac operator is
similar, but less complicated since it is a first order operator. In this case, we have
as with A that if 6 > 0 is small enough then each element of the null space of do
on the weighted L2 space x- L2(M+) has a decomposition near the boundary
aov = 0, v E x-6 L(M±) -= v(X, y) = vo(y)+v'(X, y), aH(VO) = 0, ' E x6 L (M±).
The boundary value vo defines a map into null(IH); let us call the range Aa,±. It
is a Lagrangian subspace of null(b/) with respect to the symplectic structure on
null(38) given by the operator y = cl(dx/(V/2+ T ). Then we have for the Dirac
operator a result analogous to Proposition 3.8:
PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose u E C"(XL,) satisfies (E - (ilge)z)u = O. Then is
Ca on [-1, 1],, with
(3.30) (-D - z)U = 0,
(331) and r {s = -1} E A,,_(3.31) and
u r {s = +1} E Aa,+
The proof proceeds strictly analogously to the first part of the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.8, so it is omitted.
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Chapter 4. The double space and the pseudodifferential calculus
4.1. Preliminary remarks.
In the previous chapter, Ls-differential operators were defined. In this chapter,
we set up a calculus of pseudodifferential operators adapted to 'surgery geometry',
in the expectation that the generalized inverses of elliptic Ls-differential operators
will lie in the calculus. It is not intended to construct a 'full' calculus here; rather,
to construct just enough machinery for the problem at hand, which is to construct
the resolvent of A. Indeed, the resolvent will turn out to be a very special element
of the calculus.
The strategy of the construction is:
(i) Construct a parametrix G such that
(4.1) (A- A)G= Id-R,
where R is a "small" remainder (residual operator).
(ii) Invert Id -R using the Neumann series:
(Id -R) - ' = Id + R + R + .. = Id + S
(iii) We then have
(a - A) = G. (Id +S).
To carry out this program, we need to identify a space of residual operators which
"iterate away", that is, such that the Neumann series makes sense, is summable and
sums to an element of our calculus. Hence we need to define the powers R i and
understand the decay properties of these powers. We also need to understand the
compositions A. G (easy since A is a differential operator) and G. S. In the rest of
this chapter we set up this machinery.
4.2. Logarithmic Double space.
By analogy with the logarithmic single space, define
(4.2) X = ((X)log)tb.
Recall that the surgery double space of Mazzeo-Melrose is
(4.3) X2 = [X2 x [0, eo]; H2 x {0};X x H x {0};H x X x {0}].
By Lemma 2.10, the b-fibrations 7 R L,L' ,R:
XLs > XLs, such that the following diagram commutes:
2 2
rLs,L z2 rL,R
XLs ' XLs ) XLS
2 172 I
s,L 2 s,R X.Xs t-Lk XsZ -- Xd.
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Figure 2. Representation of the boundary hypersurfaces of XL,.
The lifted diagonal ALS C XL is a closed p-submanifold which is canonically
diffeomorphic to XLS; indeed, both projections 1r2L, 2 ae diffeomorphisms from
AL, to XL,. The structure algebra VL(X) lifts from either factor to be transversal
to AL,.
We shall label the new boundary hypersurfaces of X2 as B (X2), arising from the
first blowup of (4.3), Bo1(X 2 ) arising from the second blowup and B 1o(X,) arising
from the third blowup. The lift of the boundary at e = 0 will be denoted Boo(X2);
the boundary over e = eo will generally be igonored. We use the same notation
for the boundary hypersurfaces of (X)lIo and for the boundary hypersurfaces of
XL2 to which they lift. The remaining boundary hypersurfaces arise from the blow
up of both codimension three and codimension two faces in the final step of the
definition (4.2). The boundary hypersurfaces arising from codimension three faces
will be denoted B2 2(XL2), those arising from the codimension two faces will be
denoted B2 1(XL,), B 12(XL), B33(XL,), B2o(XL,) and Bo2 (XL2,) according as the
face blown up comes from B11(X 2) n Bo1 (X2), B11(X 2) n Blo(X2), B 11(X 2) n
Boo(X2), Blo(X2 ) n Boo(X2) and Bol(X 2) n Boo(X2). As usual the connectedness
properties of these manifolds depend on the orientation and separation properties
of H.
The structure of these faces is given below. Recall that B(XLs) = Mlog,
B1(XL) = Hlog.
4.3. DENSITIES
PROPOSITION 4.1. There are canonical diffeomorphisms:
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
In (4.8) Afib (Afib)
[0, 1], lifted to (B2)
BOo (XiS)- ((Mtb)lo)tb'
Blo (XL) -- (B x Bo)tb
Bo (XL) (B x B)tb
Bll (XLJ2) ((tb)l ) tb'
B22 (XL) -[(B2)tb; Afib, \fib],
B21 (X,)- B2 x B1,
B 12 (X,) - B1 x B2,
B2 0 (XL,) -B 2 x BO,
B 02 (XL9) Bo x B 2,
B33 (XL) -(B 2 )2 .
is the fibre diagonal (anti-diagonal) of B2, for the fibration over
tb '
PROOF: The maps rs L and iLsR restricted to Bmn map to Bm and B, respec-
tively, for (mn) # (33). In fact (rnL,LrLS,R) lifts from the interior of Bmn, to
map diffeomorphically to the spaces indicated. B33 is canonically diffeomorphic to
#2 x [0, 1]t x [0, 1]log H 2 x [0, 1]2 so (4.13) follows. 
4.3. Densities.
Lifting the canonical isomorphism
L' zb (M x [0, Eo]) 0 R Qb (M X [0, 0o]) Q (M 2 X [0, E0]) 0 Qb ([0, Eo])
to the (original) surgery spaces one obtains a canonical isomorphism
(4.14) 2,L Qb (XJ) , R Qb (X.) = Qb (X2) nQb ([0, o0]) -
By the above remarks, the lift of these density bundles to the logarithmic surgery
spaces gives the canonical isomorphism
(4.15) Ls,L nDXLS ® LSR QDXLS. = DXL, 0 QC (XLS).
The square root of this density bundle equation,
iXZL QDXLS 0 rLuR nDXLS = - XL0 O (XL ),(4.16)
will be used in Subsection 5.
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4.4. Logarithmic Surgery Pseudodifferential Operators.
The purpose of the logarithmic double space is to carry the kernels of logarithmic
surgery pseudodifferential operators (Ls-bdos for short). These will be defined
directly in terms of the properties of their kernels. Let E and F be vector bundles
over M, and E, F their lifts via 7r2 L,7LsR respectively to X2.. An Ls-$do will
be defined to be a distributional section of Hom(E, F) 0 QBXL2, conormal to AL,
with specified behaviour at the boundary of XLS. Before giving the definition, the
kernels of some simple operators are studied.
EXAMPLE 4.2. The kernel of the identity operator is, in original coordinates (x, y)
near H C M,
Id = =(x') 6y(y') ds dz' dy dy'l.
To study this on XS, it is convenient to multiply
which makes it a half density on X2,. Near Boo
p33 = ilg x, and poo = ilg e/p33, we have
by the formal factor I (1 ) I '
n B3 3 , using coordinates '/x,
Id (ilge) I½I .j (ilg) 2 -1). 6 y(yI). ]d(x'/ z ) dp33 dpoop .dyPoo
1
*dy'
and near B3 3 n B11, with p33 = ilg(e/x) and Pll = ilge/p33,
Id-j d(ilgE) 12(ilg e)½ - 1) ,(')- d('/x) dP33 dY) x'/ p33 dp2i dy . dy'
We see that the kernel of the identity is, in these regions, a distribution conormal
to AL, with values in i XL,, with elliptic symbol = 1; this is true globally.
For another example, consider the differential operator Vo of (3.10). We have
Vo = (1 + e2/x2) 4 x . In the above two regions, the kernel of Vo is given by
V0 I d(ilg )2 1 Vo. } (ilg e)2 = (1 + 62 - . Y(y). 'd(x'/x)
and
d(ilg e) ½Vo I (g I(ilgE)2I = (1+ 2)4 (X' x
d(x'/x)
-1) .,Y(Y') .,1I
dp33
P3333
dPl dy . dy'
If there are no y factors present (ie the one dimensional case), this again has an
elliptic symbol, namely, C. Indeed, since VL, lifts from the left factor of XL, to be
transversal to ALs, Ls-differential operators are given precisely by kernels supported
on the diagonal with arbitrary polynomial symbols.
1
dp33
p33
dpoo
Poo
1
dy dy'
i
=6I2
=b 
=d I'
4.5. ACTION ON DISTRIBUTIONS
We define the set of Ls-pdos of order k and index family AC to be the sum of two
pieces, the small calculus of order k and the boundary terms of index family AC:
(4.17)
kiK(X;Q5X, E',F) = ks ' E'smalI(XLs, QDXLs E,F)+ -bdy (XL; D Ls, E, F).
When the bundles E and F are trivial, or are understood then we will simplify the
notation to k ma. (XL2,; Q XL). The small calculus is the "microlocalization"of
Ls-differential operators:
(4.18)
Small1(XLX; D , L, E,F) ,; Hom(E, F) 
K vanishes rapidly at all boundaries disjoint from AL, }.
This notation means that K is classical conormal to ALs of order k - 1/4, with
values in the bundle Hom(E, F)® 1DXLs. The "-1/4" in the order comes from
the the extra e dimension; this space of kernels corresponds to order k operators
in the usual sense. The boundary piece is smooth in the interior of XLS, hence the
superscript -oo, and is polyhomogeneous at all boundaries, with index set KA(B8 f)
at Bgf (here, the index family KC is by definition an assignment of an index set to
each boundary hypersurface of XLs):
(4.19) ' (XS;XL , E,F) = Aphg (XLs DXL Hom(E, F)).
'bdy = ( s))
The definition of the residual space of operators will be deferred until composition
has been discussed.
4.5. Action on Distributions.
In general the action of A E Lk(XL;qX2,,E,F) on u e C-(XL,;E) isD Ls
defined by a generalization of the formula "(Au)(x) = A(x, y)u(y)dy":
(4.20) Au L,L * (A rLsL* LsRU d (ilge) -)
To explain this: the pushforward is defined naturally on densities. To make
A l rL,,Ru a density on XL, by (4.16) it is necessary to pull up from the left
factor an arbitrary (non-vanishing) half-density ti and then cancel off one of the
formal (<g ), I factors. Then, by (4.15), we have a density, which by letting the
Hom(E, F) part of A act on u can be regarded as F-valued. Pushing forward yields
a F-valued density on XL, which when divided by p is a half-density independent of
. The Pushforward theorem, Theorem 2.3, implies that k m (X ; Qi X 2 , E, E)
~-oodC(2 Qi X2 a (maps Ah ' (XLS; E) to itself and that iPbdy ' (XL ; LS E,F) maps A (XL; E)
to A"g 5 (XL; F) for suitable AC, . 5. As these results are not essential here, the de-
tails of proofs are omitted.
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4.6. The Triple Space.
The purpose of the triple space is to define the composition of Ls-odos. Compo-
sition of integral kernels requires three sets of variables, one of which is integrated
out. To integrate in the context of Ls-odos we need a "triple space" with a b-
fibration down to the double space; by the Pushforward theorem this will preserve
polyhomogeneity at the boundary.
We define the triple logarithmic space exactly analogously to the single and double
logarithmic spaces. It is obtained by further blowup from the triple space X3
considered in Mazzeo-Melrose and [16]:
(4.21) XL = ((X3)iog)tb
Another application of Lemma 2.10 implies that we have a commutative diagram:
X2 ir X
Ls,C 7tsC
(4.22)
X2 X x2 X2 L x2
where the maps r3 , ae b-fibrations.
We lift the b-density bundle of X3 to XjS as with the double space in (4.15):
QDX, = los tbfabX,
and get, as before, a canonical isomorphism
rL,F DXL ® ,rLs Xci L s rLsDXLs DXLS 0 DXLs *RQXL,.
The square root of this density bundle equation
(4-23) DQ I XL3 Q3XLS Xg rL3,* XL QXL8 X& X Q XLS (4.23) ..Ls,F vD _ L. 0 CDS S %X2D½ ® r*2cIXs
is used below in the composition formula.
4.7. Compositon and the Residual Space.
The composition of two Ls-4dos is in general defined by a formula similar to
(4.20) for the action of a distribution. It generalizes the formula "(AB)(x,y) =
f A(x, z)B(z, y)dz":
(4.24) AB V = 7rLs,C * (rC. * A (Ilg e)2 )
4.7. COMPOSITON AND THE RESIDUAL SPACE
Here, v is a nonvanishing Ls-half density on X.LS The term in the large parentheses
is by (4.23) a density on Xs so it can be pushed forward to XL.
We wish to establish the composition results listed in section 4.1. One of these,
.G, G E 1/-2,0 (XL; ' DXL) is easy to understand, since composition on the left
by a Ls-differential operator has an alternative description in terms of lifting Ls-
vector fields by r LSL XL2 - XL, and letting them act on G. It is then immediate
that composition with A maps - 2 ,E(X2 L; xsDX; ) 2 D, X)
A second requirement was to find a "residual space" of operators that iterate away.
We shall define as our class of residual operators, F-e (Xi,; DXL), a space of
conormal Ls-half densities R such that, if we regard R as a family of operators
R(ilg e) parametrized by ilg e, and multiplied by our formal factor (ilg ) 1/2 ,we
have an estimate of the form [IRIIHs(ilg e) - 0, where HS denotes Hilbert-Schmidt
norm. This is a convenient norm with which to work; a Hillbert-Schmidt operator
is compact and the norm is easy to calculate from the kernel of the operator, it is
just the L2 norm of the kernel:
2RIIH5(ilgE) - RI d(ilge) 2 *(R)I (ilge) 1 (ilge)JJ 12 S (ilg )== RI ;r (R12)1 I- (ilge)(ilg )2 L(Mg.) (ilg e)2
where r,: XLS - X0s is integration along the leaves ilg e = constant.
We now calculate a multiweight t such that At (XLs; f$}oXL2s) has this property.
The notation used here is that of [19]. Note that if R E A t (XL2s; QDX2s), then
IRI2 E A2(XLS;QDXLS)
where D is the degree multiweight. Therefore, with r as above,
X (IR12 )E Ar(2t-D)(XO° Q )
2) d(ilg ) -x A (2t-)+l (X 0
= .(R) (ilg e)2 Am* ( Ls
and r#(2t - 0) + 1 will be a positive multiweight provided 2t - + 1 > 0. Hence
for any t > (1/2)(D - 1) we have a suitable residual space AL (XL2 Q XL2 )
Observe that the polyhomogeneous space
·ooE (X~,; R D~~Ls y'2 ~ r res \~Ls, R v3 d(G)- 
bdy (XLs; QXL) C e (X; Q XL) if E(G) > 2
For the purpose of constructing the resolvent of A, we can identify a smaller, poly-
homogeneous residual space which is closed under composition and taking Neumann
series. We will want to stick with operators that have only integral powers in their
index sets, since our parametrix will be constructed as a (finite) Taylor series. How-
ever, for our residual space to be closed under composition, we will have to allow
logarithmic terms as well, that is, (n, k) E E(H) with k > 0. In the case of our error
Id -A G we will show after the event that all logarithmic terms vanish but this is
certainly special to the problem at hand.
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DEFINITION 4.3. An index set E is natural if all its powers are natural numbers,
that is, (z, k) E E z E N. An index family is natural if all its index sets are
natural.
Note that if f is a simple b-fibration, then the operators f#, f# of Theorems 2.2
and 2.3 preserve naturality. Let be the Coo (and hence natural) index family
£(H) = {(n, 0) n > 1} if degree(H) = 1
= {(n, 0) in > 2} otherwise.
Then a'-°~ 'X2 X l '- · L
Then (bdy 2 ;L fDLs) C (ilgE)1 X .*s Oe (Xs; Q!X2.) Vr > 0, which impliesbdy ' s9  re )
~~~~0f(4.25) ' (X2;I kx ) C (ilg e)k-. ?*ires (XLs; DXL2) Vr > 0.
Moreover, by the Pushforward theorem (4.25) is another polyhomogeneous space:
00-oo,£ x2 C x2) k OEk (Xo ; 2 AL 2
bdy DLS) = bdy X
for some index family Ek. Ek is a natural index family, since QDXLS is given by
£2bXLs times integral powers of boundary defining functions, and the operators
f#, f# yield only integral powers, because the maps 7rLSF, L' LS are simple
b-fibrations. And by (4.25), Inf Re k > k. Hence there is a natural index set
= IUk4k such that £ (XL-O; O, DXLs) C re (XLs; aQXL2s) is closed underjr uk~k such that =bdy DresLs; X2
composition. Let us call it the parametrix-residual space, '-par e(XL; QX2 S).
4.8. Symbol Map.
In the ordinary pseudodifferential operator calculus, we use the symbol map
as a tool to invert elliptic operators (see [12], chapter 18). In the logarithmic
surgery calculus, we also have a symbol map on the small calculus defined ex-
actly analogously. The symbol of A E mk (X; ) is the Fourier trans-
form of A transverse to AL; this Fourier transform is a classical symbol by def-
inition f ' mall(XLs;, iXL,). To make the density factors work out, we should
divide A by the formal half density factor I (ig 11/2, multiply by the half-density
exp- i(1og(z'/z)+i (Y' - Y)) Id"' dy'ddr711/2 and integrate over x' and y', obtaining a
half-density. Thus o(A)(p, , l)1' -dydd&l 1/ 2 is given by
e-i(l0g(zx/z)+v(Y'-YY))A(p -, y - Y)0(lIY - Y'l + I log -) ddlll
Here p E AL,, P is a cutoff function and we use log(x'/x), y' - y for coordinates
transverse to ALS. The half-density on the left hand side of this equation is a canon-
ical factor on N*ALs, so can be cancelled; the symbol then is a function on N*ALs,
4.9. MODEL OPERATORS
which is polyhomogeneous on the fibres. It is of course the same as the lift of the
symbol defined in Mazzeo-Melrose on A,, lifted to ALS. The principal symbol ak(A)
is the degree k part; as usual it is invariant of coordinate changes in x and y. There is
a surjective quantization map from symbols of order k to SIml (XLS; QDXLs) given
by inverse Fourier transform of the symbol in the (, ) directions. Hence the symbol
map may be used to solve operator equations P. G = Id, P E 'kmall(XLs; QfX 9)
elliptic, up to m'all (XLs; £fXL) errors. These errors unfortunately are not uni-
formly compact in e, since elements of ` I-l(XL2 ;l l Xn2) do not vanish at the
boundaries Boo, B 11, B33 . To construct parametrices for elliptic operators one also
needs to solve model problems at the boundary.
LEMMA 4.4. A, is an elliptic Ls-bdo.
PROOF: Away from B 1 and B2 this is true because the metric is non-degenerate.
At B1 and B2 we have, up to a symbol of at most second order vanishing to infinite
order (in Taylor series) at H:
a2()(, rt7) = I1 2 + Il712 .
4.9. Model Operators.
We will define model operators for A E Ik 'ma (Xi QXL) and for
A E 9gdy(XLs; DXLs), where 0 denotes the Cm-index family. For a "full" cal-
culus we would also want to define them for general b'dy (XLs; D4XL), but for
this thesis that is not necessary.
The model operator N,,m at face B,,m is in principle just the restriction of A to
Bmn,. To make density factors work out, refer back to Proposition 4.1. Equip Mlog
and Hlog with the cusp density bundles £Qc(Mlog), Qfc(Hlog), and oH with the usual
density bundle Q(oH). Equip their products with the product density bundles, lift
to the Bmn,,, and denote the resulting density bundles fL,Bmn. Then at Bmn if we
divide by the canonical factor dpmn/(pmn(ilg e)d)l/ 2 where d is the degree of Bmn,
we get a restriction map Nmn,,: C(Q XLS) C(Q! Bmn)-
These model operators have different characters. N00 and N 11 map
smai(Xl,; lD L ) to ',,ma(M) and Fk;,small(H), the "cusp" pseudodifferen-
tial operators on M and H, which microlocalize the cusp algebra defined above
Lemma 3.3. We do not need any facts about cusp pseudodifferential operators
beyond the fact that b-pseudodifferential operators lift to cusp pseudodifferential
operators under logarithmic blowup. These two model operators are the lifts to
XL, of the normal homomorphisms in Mazzeo-Melrose.
The model operator N33 maps ikmal(XL; Q XL2s) to a family of translation in-
variant operators in oksm,,(H) parametrized smoothly by s, the coordinate in (3.5)
along AL, n B33 . This is because B33 is the lift of the Bo n B 1 to XL2 , so the lifts
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of VLs from both the left and right are tangent to the leaves s = constant (= s'),
and so we get an "indicial operator" (see [17] or [15]) on each leaf. For an operator
B lifted from ,ma XX2, N33 (B) will be the indicial operator of B on each leaf s =
constant, but in general the N33 (A) will depend on s. There is a consistency condi-
tion between the symbol map and each of the models N 00, Nl 1, N33: the restriction
of the symbol to each of these faces equals the symbol of the model operator.
The other models No, Nlo, N12,N 21,No 2 ,N2o and N22 map bdy (X2s;flIX)
to C(Nmn; QL 2 B,,n), and ik (XLs; QDXs) to zero, since kernels in
k f(X2; SI 1 ) vanish to infinite order at all these boundaries./small DLs ;
To construct the resolvent of A we will need to know the model operators of A. G.
LEMMA 4.5. In the notation of Lemma 3.3 we have
(4.26) Nmn(A G) = Rm(A) . Nmn(G), (mn) : (33);
(4.27) N33(A. G) = I(A) N33(G).
PROOF: Lemma 4.1 identifies the various boundary hypersurfaces Bmn B3 3 as
blown up products of boundary hypersurfaces of XLS. Since A acts on G by products
of VL,-vector fields lifted from the left, which are tangent to the boundary, (4.26)
follows. For N3 3, VL lifts from the left to be tangent to the leaves s = constant, so
A acts by I(A) on each leaf. I
Finally, we discuss the reduced normal operator RN(A). The following is a double
space version of Lemma 3.7.
LEMMA 4.6. Suppose N22(AG) = O, that is, AH(N2 2(G)) = 0. Let P22 be a bound-
ary defining function for B22 and let s, s' be the coordinates on X2 defined by
(3.5). If AH(Va22)G = 0 then AG vanishes to second order at B22 and
(4.28) N22 (ilg )2) = D2(N22(G)).
The result follows from Lemma 3.7.
4.10. Neumann Series for Residual Operators.
If R E p-res, (XL;IXLs) then we know from the discussion of section 4.7
that R E I-re.(X; D L) IIR'IIHs = O((ilgV)2 - r ) . Therefore, E0 RJ
converges to Id+S in Hilbert-Schmidt norm (for example), where S is Hilbert-
Schmidt; in fact, IISIIHS = O((ilg e)/ 2-,) Vt. This however says nothing about
the smoothness i-f S. The next lemma states that the sum of the Neumann series
actually stays i :e parametrix-resolvent space.
LEMMA 4.7. L i E par-res(XsiQ. and let Id+ S -jo R j as above.
Then S E pa-res(; D)
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PROOF: First we show S E Al (XLS; QL2XL) for all r < 1/2. To do this, we must
show
22V(X2.)k S C igr ~L2(XL,; QIX2) for al k, <
We know that Ri is conormal; in fact,
Ri E A -i (XL; QDXL) for all 6 > 0.
Hence, if V1 ,..., V, E Vb(X2), then
V... R E A for alk, 6 > 0.
It follows that V1 ... VkRj converges in Hilbert-Schmidt norm, for e small. Since
Vi is a closed operator on the space of continuous maps from [0, ilg eo0] to Hilbert-
Schmidt operators on M, it follows that Ej V1 ... VkRj = V1 ... VkS, so V ... VkS E
At (XLS; Q XS) for all r < 1/2, as claimed.
To complete the proof, consider the identity
(4.29) S = R + R2 + . + R2 + Rj SRj .
The right hand side is in op' .res(X.L; QDXL ) + A (XL,; Q X,)- Thus
S E re s(X2s ;Q2XLs) + A= I (XL2;, D XLs) for all j, which implies
par-res (X Ls 
4.11. Composition of small calculus with residual calculus.
In this section we analyse products like G. S of section 4.1.
LEMMA 4.8. The composition formulae
(kx~D; nxLs/ ' ) par-res(XLs, DXLu) C (ilge)IIFd(Xy s; )
VP -re,(XL,; DXL) k'°(X 2 ,; QDXL) C (ilge )T-- (X,; Qx;DXLs)
hold, where F is a natural index family.
xpk·00PROOF: Let A E ik°(XL,; QDXLs) and B E par res(XL2; DXLs) First we note
that the lift of ALS C XLs under rLsF r rLsS is transverse to 7rL.,C Stan-
dard results about wavefront sets show that the singularities of r3 * A conormal to
rLs,*FALs are wiped out by rLs,C ., so the kernel of the composition is smooth in
the interior. We need to analyse the behaviour at the boundary.
Write pi for the product of boundary defining functions over all boundary hy-
persurfaces of degree i in XL, and ri for the same product in XLS. Observe that
LsF, L,C, and 1S are simple b-fibrations with the following 'degree property':
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if H E Mi(XS,) is mapped to G E Ml(XL), then d(H) = d(G) or d(G) + 1. Hence
we have
3 * A k-1/4/v3 3 * 2 3 * (Ls
Ls,FA E Iclas s XLs; LsF DL Ls Ls,F(L
Lr sB E PP2P3P4 4 - (XLs; LsSIDXLs
where £' is natural. Hence by the the degree property and Lemma 2.11,
(4.30)
3. 3.- 3.-- d(ilge)- 2 214 X3; S 3LSCZLSFA-LSSB Ilg k-1/A') | E p1p2p3p4II A. (XLS; fDXL; LsF(LsLS))(ilg e)2
where we use the notation of section 2.3. Using the degree property and the Push-
forward theorem we have
~~Ava(4.31) LSC * (SCV LSFA d(ilg e) |-)AB LC L=,C 7 ,F 3 7r ,3,* sB [ i lg3) 2(4.31) (ilg )2
E r r rA iLC# (XL; QDXrLS) -
Since rL ,C is a simple b-fibration, 7rS 3C E F is natural. In fact by further
analysing the stretched projections from XLs to X?. we can show
(4.32) AB v E r l r2 r A _ (X2S; Q D X S
Consider a boundary hypersurface G of X L of degree one, and suppose H E
Ml (X3s) is mapped by 7C- Then d(H) = 1 or 2. If d(H) = 1, then the above
argument shows that this yields the power r at G. If d(H) = 2, then we use
the following fact about how hypersurfaces in X3Ls map under the three stretched
projections to XLS: every H E Ml (X L,) of degree two projects to a degree one
hypersurface under at most one stretched projection. Therefore, H must map to a
degree 2 hypersurface under both r3 and r 3,S. This implies that the left handLs,F L
side of (4.30) has top power 2 at H. This then produces top power ri at G. So we
have established (4.32). The same arguments goes through for composition in the
other order. Since rlr 2 r3 = (ilg e) up to a smooth nonzero function, the lemma is
proved. 1
Chapter 5. One dimensional surgery resolvent
We return to the reduced normal operator of section 3.4. This model operator
does not appear in Mazzeo-Melrose and is precisely the new ingredient that allows
us to construct the surgery parametrix down to A = 0.
5.1. Scaling property.
Let K(s, s', z)lds ds'1l/2 be the kernel of D2 - z2 on the interval [-1, 1],, acting
on functions U taking values in the vector space V = null(AH), with boundary
conditions as in (3.29). To illustrate the scaling property of this operator, let
K Idgdg'/ 2 be the kernel of (A - (ias )2 2 ) on V-valued functions defined on
[-1, 1], with surgery metric g, = dx2/(x 2 + 2 ) and with boundary conditions as
above. Then arclength is
fZ d___-
r = sinh-
so the length of the interval with respect to g, is 2sinh-'(1/e) - 2L,.
Define the function ias a _ 1/ sinh -1 a, so that ias e = L7 1. Since ias e = ilg 2e +
O(ilg em) = ilg e(1 + (log 2) ilg e)-, ilg e and ias e are CO functions of each other,
however as the above equation shows, ias e is a more natural function to use than
ilg e in this setting. Let s = rescaled arclength = r/L,. So s E [-1, 1] e. We have
A = D2 = (ias e)2 D2, so therefore
(ias e)2 (D 2 - z2)K = Id = (r - r')dgedg' 11/2
= (ias )(s - s')ldgdg 11/2.
Thus, using coordinates s, s', K scales in e as (iase)-':
(5.1) K(s, s', e, z) = (ias e)-(s, s', z).
Let us now multiply K by the formal density factor I I and lift to the loga-
rithmic double space XL2([-1, 1]Z).
LEMMA 5.1. The lift of K to XLs x CZ is a D-density meromorphic in z, conormal
to LS, and (ias e)-1 x smooth up to all boundary hypersurfaces. In other words, K
is a meromorphic family of Ls-4pdos with index family C°° U {(-1, 0)}.
PROOF: All these assertions follow easily from (5.1). Meromorphy in z follows from
meromorphy of the resolvent K = (A - z2 )- 1. To show that it lifts to be conormal
to AL,, observe that K(s, s', z) = -1/21s-s'I + smooth(s, s', z). Since s is a smooth
function on XL,, (ias e)-1 . smooth(s, s', z) lifts to be (ias e)- x smooth on XLS. We
need only show that (ias e) 11/21s - s' lifts to be conormal on XL. This is clear
away from e = 0, so we need only check this in Taylor series at e = 0. Near the
interior of B11, (ias )-l Is - s'j = I sinh'(x/e) - sinhl(x'/)l. Since x/e, x'/e are
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coordinates on the interior of B 11, this is conormal to ALS = {X/E = '/e}. Near
B33 and Boo,
(iase)-'(s - s') = (log(x/e) - log2 - log(x'/e) + log2 + 0(p3poo))
so (ias e)- Is-s'l = I log(x/x')l+O(pp00) which is conormal to AL, = {log(x/x') =
0}. 
5.2. Scattering Matrix.
Let us calculate the scattering matrix, as defined in [171, chapter 6, for the two
one dimensional Laplacians No(A) = doA0 on M = [-1, 0]: and [0, 1]x. On [0, ±1],,
A0 = -(xDx) 2 is a b-Laplacian near x = 0, and looks like -D2 at x = ±1, with
mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions as above. The scattering solutions
of (o - z2 )u = 0 are given by
{v(x + zw( - ) E A, w E AD }
The scattering matrix can be read off from this:
S(z) = projeA - projAN,
independent of z. We also read off that the smooth and logarithmically growing
null spaces of A0 are precisely AD and AN. It follows that the reduced normal
operator of A, - (iase) 2z 2 on [-1,1]z with boundary conditions as above is the
operator D2 - 2 with the same boundary conditions. In this case, therefore, the
reduced normal operator "reproduces" the original operator.
5.3. Properties at the boundary.
The boundary conditions associated with A imply that
K(1, s', z) E Hom(V, A+).
Because A is self-adjoint, we also have
K(s, l, ) E Hom(A, V),
Oo,K(s, l, z) E Hom(A, V).
Therefore, we have K(±l, ±1, z) E Hom(A2, A) and K(+1, l, z) E Hom(A, A).
We also have, since (A - z2 ) K = 6(s - ),
lim , K(s, S', z) = Id + lim , K(s, s', z).
s 's s'Ts
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Hence
Hom(A+ V) 3 lim O,K(s, 1 z) lim ((1, S, ))
= - Id + lim (K(s, 1, ))
' 1
and lim,,-l (OaK(s, 1, ))* E Hom(V, A+ ). It follows that
, K(1 - 0, 1, z) = - projAN +A(z)
O8K(1 - 0, 1, z) = projAD +A*(z)(5.2) + where A(z) E Hom(A,A D)Oa,K(1, 1-0, z) = projA
~
+A(z)
O,K(1, 1 - 0, z) = - proja, +A*(z).
Similar results hold at s = = -1.
5.4. Eigenvalues.
The spectrum of RN(A) is, by standard elliptic theory, a discrete sequence 0 <
z2 < z 2 < with each 2 of finite multiplicity. The kernel K(s, s', z) of ( RN(A)-
Z2) -1 is meromorphic in z with poles only at the ±zj. These poles are simple for all
zj : 0 with residue equal to (2zj)- 1 times the projection onto the jth eigenspace
and has a double pole at 0 if zo = 0, with residue zero and coefficient of z- 2 equal
to the projection onto the null space. This different behaviour at 0 is just the result
of using z2 rather than z as the spectral parameter.
We next discuss the eigenvalues of the reduced normal Dirac operator, since these
contribute to our formula for the limit of the eta invariant. Recall from chapter 3
that the reduced normal operator of (a at B2 is yD, acting on null(3H)-valued
functions i on the interval [-1,1], where y - cl(dx/v/x2 + e2) is the matrix (0l)
with respect to the splitting of the spinor bundle S = S+ S- at B2. This model
operator has boundary conditions u r ±1 E A0,±, where Aa,± are the spaces of C° °
solutions to M, = 0.
Notice that if u is an eigenfunction of yD, with these boundary conditions,
with eigenvalue z then u = Aei' ' + Be-iz', where 7 A = A and B = -B. Then
Ae i(z+kL) + Be - i(z+kw) s also satisfies the boundary conditions, and so is an eigen-
function of 7D, with eigenvalue z + kir. Hence the eigenvalues of 7 Do are periodic
with period wr; there are dimnull(3M) eigenvalues in the interval [0, r).
5.5. Heat kernel and large Izl asymptotics of K.
One can write down an explicit formaula for the heat kernel for the heat kernel
e- t RN(,) using the reflection principle. This is a convenient way to obtain the large
Izl asymptotics of K(s, s', z) and to compute the determinant and eta invariant of
RN(A) and RN(3) respectively.
When reflecting E V3 at s = ±1, one should take + if E AD and - if
E AN; that is, in general one should take S, where S = proj AD - proj A N
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is the scattering matrix for AMj. There are four 'series' of reflections, originating
from b at s': they are
(S+ S-)kS+p at
(S-S+)kS_ at
(S+S-_)k at
(SS+) k at
4k + 2 - s',
-4k - 2 - s',
4k + s',
- 4k + s'.
Thus e-t RN(a)(s, s') is given by
e1sl12/4t Id + E{4 -Id k=
°
[e- 14k+' -_ 2l/4t(S+ S)k +
e-l-4k+s'-1 2/4t(S_S+)k + e-14k+2-s-'12/4t( +S_)kS++
e--4k-2-s-s' 1 /4t(S_S+)kS_] }.
From this one can use the transform
(5.5) (- z)- 1 = a e-tet 2dt
to derive the asymptotics of the model resolvent K as Iz -
contour of integration for (5.5) so that Re t > 0, Re tz 2 < 0.
applied to a term
1
4vMt
oo, Im z < 0. Choose a
Consider the transform
-IA±+s-s'12/4t B
of (5.4). If IA ± s - s'i is bounded away from zero near (s, s') then
J °° 1 elAs-_l12/4tetZ2 dt
is rapidly decreasing in Izi, uniformly in any sector - < arg z < -6. Hence, for
(s, s') away from (1,1) and (-1, -1) the only term that contributes to (polynomial)
asymptotics in z is the first, 1/4;re- Is- 'l I2 /4t Id and for (s, s') near (±1, ±1), the
only terms that contribute are
1 ( - I s- s ' 12 /4 t Id+e-l2-s-s'j214tS+)
Thus, performing the integral (5.5), we get, in any sector as above, for (s, s') away
from the two points (-1,-1) and (1, 1) we have
(5.6) R(s,s',z) = Id+O (e-C/z)
(5.3)
(5.4)
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and near the corners (±1, ±1), we have
K(s, s, z) = (e-iz + e-i 2-- proj AD
(5.7) 2z r
+ 2 -izls-s _ e-ixl+2-s-s')) projAN+ C/
Comparing these formulae with (5.2), we see that A(z) is exponentially decreasing
as i - oo in this sector.
5.6. Determinant and eta invariant.
From the expression (5.4) we can explicitly calculate the determinant of RN(A)
and the eta invariant of RN(a) in terms of the subspaces AD, A which determine
them. First we treat the determinant of RN(A). This will be a crucial result for
relating analytic torsion to R-torsion. To state this, first decompose the vector
space V into an orthogonal direct sum V = V1 V2 E V3, where
V = A n AD A n AN
V 2 = A+ n A A n A+
V3 = v e (v1 e 2).
Write ADr, AN for the 'reduced' subspaces AD n V3, A n V3, two pairs of
orthogonal complements in V3 all of which intersect only in {0}, and write S$
for the reduced scattering matrix S(0)lv s at A = 0. The Laplacian A splits
into a direct sum I = A + A 2 + A 3 with di acting on sections of V, and so
log det A = log det A1 + log det A 2 + log det A 3.
PROPOSITION 5.2. We have
(5.8) log det Al = 2 dim V1 log 2
(5.9) log det A2 = dim V2 log 2
(5.10) log det A3 = log det(Id -S' S).
PROOF: The operator A1 has nonzero eigenvalues (r)2, k > 1, with multiplicity
dim V1 and the operator A2 has eigenvalues ((k1/2) )2, k > 1, with multiplicity
dimV 2. The log determinant of these two operators can be calculated from the
values of the Riemann zeta function and its derivative at s = 0; we obtain (5.8)
and (5.9). To compute (5.10), we use the definition of the zeta function, (1.2),
and the expression (5.4) above for V3, that is, with S replaced by Sr. Since
dim null A3 = {0}, we have
- e dt t Id
-log det A3 = ] (tre - t' s(s,s) - tr ds.fo I _/: Id
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Observe that dim A D,r = dim A N r = 1/2 dim V3. For if not, then the sum of the
dimensions of some two of these subspaces would be bigger than dim V3 and then
they would have to intersect nontrivially. Hence tr Sr = 0, and by repeatedly cycli-
cally permuting and using (S) 2 = Id, we have tr(S+S )kS = tr(SSr )k = 
for all k. So the trace of the heat kernel on V3 is, at s = s',
tr e- 't -+- 1 oo
k=l1
Next we use the formula (from tables)
0 0 1 A2/4t dt 1
o ;4 t A
Hence, performing the s and t integrals gives, for each k
(5.11) - 2 (Z Tr(ZS[)r k + Tr( Sr)4k 4kk=1
Since each pair of spaces Ar, AN, only intersects at zero, therefore IIS+S 11 and
IIS S are less than one (operator norm). Hence the power series (5.11) converges
to
2(trlog(Id -Sr) + trlog(Id Sr. S+)
= (log det(Id - +ssr ) log det(Id -S.S.)).
Finally, det(Id -SSr. ) det S(S+ - 5:) = det(S+ - )S+ = det(Id -S S),
so we obtain (5.10). 
To state the analogous result for the eta invariant of RN(8), define the 'superde-
terminant' Sdet of an operator A = ( A(1)), diagonal with respect to , by
Sdet A = det A(l)(det A(- 1))-.
PROPOSITION 5.3. The eta invariant of RN(3) is given by
Y(RN(8)) = - log Sdet(Id -S+S_).
PROOF: We compute the integral (1.1) for the eta invariant, using the representa-
tion (5.4). Applying RN(3) = D,. to the term
1 e-IAs-s'1 2/4t B
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(where B is a matrix) gives, at s = s',
Ata eIAI 2/4tt(B)
Consider the trace tr(yB) for B one of the matrices in (5.3). For the square of
the Dirac operator, AD = A,± and AN = A+ since AD is Lagrangian with
respect to . Hence S: = -S+y. Since the trace of a product of matrices is
invariant under cyclic permutation, we get tr7(S+S)kS+ = tr-y(SS+)kS_ = 0
and tr y(S+S_)k = - tr(S_S+)k. Also, the trace of 7 itself is zero. Hence,
,7(RN(3)) = '; t-i Tr (yDet RN('8) )dt
= Z 1 J dt 0 I ds 8ke- 14k12/4t tr (7(S+S_)))
1 8O°° t 7ss) 0 4e-14k1 2/4t 
2- 4ktr (7 (S+S_)k) ( 4kl )dt ds
= E tr(7(S+S)kk k
1
=-tr 7 log(Id-S+S_).
Since 7 anticommutes with both S+ and S_, it commutes with S+S_. That is,
S+ S_ is diagonal with respect to 7 and so we can write the last line in this equation
as
tr 7 log(Id -S+S_) = tr log(Id -S+S_)(1) - tr log(Id -S+S) ( - ' )
= log Sdet(Id -S+S_). 
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Chapter 6. Resolvent with scaled spectral parameter
In this chapter we will construct the resolvent A' - (ias e)2z2 of the surgery
Laplacian and prove theorem 1.1. Here the spectral parameter A = (iase)z is
scaling as ias e, as in the one dimensional example in section 5.1. Hence at ias e = 0
the spectral parameter is zero for all z. We treat z as a parameter and perform the
construction on XLs. In the next chapter we will construct the "full" resolvent on a
bigger space with contains both the region X2. x CZ and X2. x (C\ R + ) \ and unifies
the resolvent constructed in this chapter with that constructed in Mazzeo-Melrose.
We construct a parametrix away from the spectrum of RN(A) in sections 1 - 5,
assuming that A 0 has no L2 null space. Then in the following sections we derive
the true resolvent from the parametrix, first away from specRN(A), then near
spec RN(A) and finally in the case where Ao does have L2 null space.
6.1. Preliminaries.
Motivated by Lemma 5.1, let us look for a two-sided parametrix G in the space
% ,-2,-1 (XLs; D), where '-1' is short for the index set COO U (-1,0). G should
satisfy
AG - IdE pIImn( )C(XLs;QDXLs) C par-res(XLs; 74XDL)
(6.1) f~De(Bm )Coo(X2 X2so (X2 QbL 2SGA - Id E II (mn )C(° ° X ; QD Ls) C  par-res (XLs; DXLs)
where e(Bmn) equals 1 for (mn) = (00), (01), (10) and (11) and equals 2 otherwise.
In the presence of L2 null space, we will also have a finite rank part of order (ias E)-2:(XL; QX ) + o, 2(XL; X2)GE D - 2'(X~, D Ls ) T bdy D L
Model Operator Equations at each face By Proposition 4.1, the interior of each
face Bmn, (mn) - (33), is canonically diffeomorphic to the interior of Bm x
B.. Then, Lemma 3.5 gives us a formula for the Laplacian near the interior
of each of these faces, using the coordinates y, r = sinh-l(z/e) for B 1, y, s =
(ias e) sinh-'(z/e) for B2 and y, ~ = ilgz near Bo. For B3 3 we can use coordinates
y, y', log(x'/z), s and then the Laplacian looks like
a = I(A) + v. Q = -(Vl08(,,) 2 + AH + v Q
where v vanishes to infinite order at B3 3 and Q is a Ls-opdo of order at most two.
To take advantage of the fact that [A, ias e] = 0 we write G as a Taylor series in
ias e off each face:
e(Bmn)
G = E (iase)JG(j) + O((iase)e(B " )+l) near Bmn.
j=-I
Then A acts on this Taylor series by acting on the G)n but not the (ias e)j. The
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model equations of (6.1) involving the identity operator are
(6.2) A-G( ) = G()A Id-
(6.3) A-f-G(°) =G(?)A =Id1,_ 1, 11
(6.4) AG(=) G-()a = Id-f.
The other equations for j = -1 or 0 are
(6.5) Rm(A)G(j) = G(j) R(A) = 0
for all (mn), j = -1 and all (mn) (00), (11), (33) for j 0. The equations for
j= 1 are
(6.6) Rm(A)G(l) = G(1) Rn(A) = Z2 G(m l)
Finally we have equations involving the reduced normal operator:
(6.7) (D2 - z2)Gm-) = 0 = (D2, - z2)G(-).
This involves only terms of order j = -1 because the reduced normal terms oc-
cur two terms down in the Taylor series. Hence for j > 0 the reduced normal
term is of order > 2 and is an error term in (6.1). This means that the models
G(0),G(2) are free, in the sense that the only requirement is that they be smooth
and null(AH) 0 null(AH)-valued. It is possible to define such a model, compatible
with all adjacent faces, if and only if the adjacent faces are null(AH) 0 null(AH)-
valued and compatible between themselves at the intersection with B22. Hence in
the sequel we will simply verify this condition and not write down explicit models
G 0,) G(1)
22 22
Compatibility between models on adjacent faces If the model operators are con-
tinuous functions, it is sufficient to check compatibility between models on adjacent
faces in the interior of the intersection. Suppose Bmn and Bpq intersect, and sup-
pose that Pmn and ppq are boundary defining functions, valid in the interior of
Bmn n Bpq, such that PmnPpq = ias e. On each face it has a Taylor series
E (ias e)iG () or E (iase)JG(j)mn / , \' / pq
i3-1 j>-1
and at Bmn Bp,, G(m) (Gj)) has a Taylor series, which we write
p(pq(G )pqji( P Gi),ip'ij) )
jk-1 i-1
Comparing, we see
(6.8) (G() )pq,-i =
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is a necessary and sufficient condition for these models to be compatible.
Next we recall some facts about b-Laplacians which we will need, and then define
some notation which will make writing down terms in the parametrix easier.
Resolvent of a b-Laplacian Let us start by considering the model equation (6.2):
A-G(°o) = G(O)A = Id-.
This equation might seem problematical, since ALH is not invertible. Let us recall
some facts from [17] some properties of the resolvent (A - A2)-1. In chapter 6 of
this book, it is shown that - A2 is invertible in the b-calculus for Im A < 0 and
the inverse extends meromorphically to a neighbourhood of 0 in Cx with a simple
pole at A = 0, the residue being projection onto the smooth null space of AM. Thus
at A = 0, A- has a Laurent series
(6.9) AM = E Aj Res-(jj>-1
with Res(m1) = -i projc null Applying ( - A2) to (6.9) shows that A * Res(0) 
Id, so that Res() is an inverse to A (though not of course a bounded operator
on Lb), and for j > 1, Res(j) = Resj 2). Let us note here that if dA has null
space, then the series (6.9) starts at A = -2, with Res- 2) = - projL2nun, and then
we have &A. Res() = Id - projL2 nu
.
Similar results hold for A; here L2 null
space cannot occur.
We will also need the notion of scattering solutions and scattering matrix. For
definiteness we will describe these just for M+. Let { j } be an orthonormal basis for
V, which splits into {i}, 1 < i < dimA a basis for A and {q}, dimA + 1 <
a < dim V, a basis for A+. We will use, in the summation convention, the form
of the index - capital, small roman or small greek - to determine whether the sum
is over a basis of V, A+ or A+N . The scattering solutions $(A), with A near 0,
Im A < 0, are defined by the solutions to
(6.10) (A - A2) (A) = 0
with the boundary behaviour :(A) x-i'X(y) + v, with v E Lb near H. They
have an expansion
= ( -iXA (y) + Xi'SJK()K(Y) + 0(X6 ),
with 6 > 0 uniformly near A = 0. S is the scattering matrix; it is meromorphic
near A = 0, symmetric, unitary for A real, and satisfies S(A)S(-A) = Id; from this
we deduce that S(0) = (Id I) and S(0) is block diagonal with respect to  the0splitting V = d A
splitting V = A D i) A .
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Let us denote 1/k!(1aX)!J(A)!x=o by (k), and l/k!(X )kSJ,(A)rx=o by (k. By
differentiating (6.10), we obtain
M@M = J) = 0,
(6.11) () 
We have (°) _ 0, (1) = S()(0), and (0) (iP(1)) form the smooth (logarithmi-
cally growing) null space of A7 .
We need to know the top terms in the (polyhomogeneous) expansion of A- A2
at the faces of Boo, that is, those terms with exponent tending to zero as A 0.
At the "front face", x = x' = 0, corresponding to Boo n B3 3, we have
(6.12)
(,A - A2)-' ((X'/TX)iA0J(Y)sJ(Yy ) +z XiX J(Y)SJK(A)K(Y )), Z 1
At the left boundary x/zx = 0, corresponding to Boo n B 20, we have
(6.13) (A._ A2)-' 1 (iAq (y) i(p))
and at the right boundary x'/x = 0, corresponding to Boo n B 02, we have
(6.14) (A - A2 )- 1 
The "'I" notation In the construction below, we will want some notation
for transferring information about the one dimensional resolvent K to the space
XL2(M) for general M. Let us first define $(0j) = Oj(H), where by OJ is meant,
in the first instance, a section of the vector bundle V over [-1,1] and in the sec-
ond instance, a section of the appropriate bundle over the faces B1(XL,(M)) or
B 2(XL,(M)). On the face Bo we define (4(k)[ 0 , ±1]) to be zero if ('k)[0, ±1] = 0
and , )(M) otherwise. Extending T to the space End V in the natural way, we
can map models K(J) to models on X2,(M), for all odd ) and all even j except for
(mn) = (00), (33), (11) (these terms are not smooth, and hence not globally valued
in the span of the functions for which $ is defined).
6.2. Terms of order (ias e)-1 .
Consider equations (6.5) for j = -1. At first sight it would appear that vG( - 0
is an acceptable solution, since there are no forcing terms of order (ias e) - '. However
we have already seen that the one dimensional resolvent is of order (ias )-'. In
fact the general case behaves in much the same way:
Claim G('l ) is the resolvent of the fourth model problem, that is, the one-
dimensional resolvent for D2 - z2 with boundary conditions (3.29), K(s, s', z), stud-
ied in chapter 5.
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Proof GC21) is required to satisfy (6.5) and (6.7). The first equation means
we can regard G(21) as a one dimensional kernel with values in End(V), where
V = null(A H). Consider the boundary conditions given by compatibility conditions
with adjacent faces.
On B 12 and B11 the left model operator is A-T, given in local coordinates by
(3.18). Since G(- ) and G l() are bounded, they are constant in r = sinh-l'(x/e),
the variable across B12 and B 11, so they give trivial matching conditions across s = 0
for G221), as in the proof of Proposition 3.8. We similarly get trivial matching
conditions across B21, B 11 at s' = 0 and across B33 at s = s'. Hence G 1 ) is
continuous on [-1, 1], x [-1, 1,. At s = ±1, G(21) matches with G( 1) which is
bounded and null(A) x null(,AH)-valued; hence G2- ) r s = ±1 takes values in
AD 0 V Hom(V, AD) and similarly G' l ) r s' = ±1 takes values in V ® AD -
Hom(AD, V).
In the interior the derivatives aG'), a,,G') match across B12, B21. The
derivative aG2-1) at s = ±1 matches, as in the proof of Proposition 3.8, with
the -l term of Go) at = 0, so OG( l ) r s = ±1 Hom(V, A) and similarly
Os,22 G 1) s' = 1 Hom(A, V). Across B3 3 , compatibility between G(2 ) and
G(o) requires that at the intersection of B22 and B33, (,, - a,)G221) matches the
log(x'/x) coefficient of G3(). The model equation for G?0 ) is I(A-)G? 3 ) = Ida, so
G(0) is given by
00) -aj I1og(z'/z) 1G(O)=E 2 projv, - log(x'/zx) projv +A(s) + B(s) log(x'/x)
3=1
where Vj is the j-th nonzero eigenspace of AH with eigenvalue ao, and A(s), B(s) are
End(V)-valued functions of s. There is a jump of Id E End(V) in the coefficient of
log('l/x) between the two sides of B33. Hence (8,, -,O)G(') has a jump of Id across
s = s'. These conditions on G(2' ) uniquely determine that G(2') = K(s,s',z),
the kernel of the one dimensional resolvent studied in chapter 5, so the claim is
established.
Indeed, not only does this argument yield G(21), it gives us all the G(- 1). Com-
patibility of G(m-') with G21) requires that G(m-) = (K(-nl) ) for all (mn). The
compatibility of these terms itself follows from the compatibility on XLs([-1, 1]).
6.3. Terms of order (ias e)0.
To find the next term in the Taylor series at each face, we start with the faces
Boo, Bll and B 33 whose normal equations, (6.2) - (6.4) have "forcing terms" on
the right hand side. Let us start with G(° ) . This we know is given by
G(o) = Res ) + terms in null(, A) 0 null(A M).00 Ski 
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The regular part of the resolvent can be calculated from (6.12) - (6.14). They are,
at the front face,
(- log - Id +(log x + log x')SJK(O)J (y), (y') J (Y)K Y )S(K)2 X
(6.15) = (logxprojA log iA - J(Y)()SK - < 1
- + 2 K
X
= log x projAD log projAN - J(Y)K(Y)J) ) - > 1,
at the left boundary
1 (log zX4(y) (°)(p ' ) - i (y)( ) )
=1 (log xqj(y)0 ( (p')- ia(Y)b(1)( _ (y) ,sj(k)(p,)) 
2
and at the right boundary
1 (logz x4)(p)jM(y) -i(J)m(y))
- s(1
=2 (log X'" 0 )(p)qj(y') - i(1) (p)0(Y) -)- iS)()(y)0 1 (yI))
The relation between these expressions at the front face and at the left and right
boundaries is not immediately evident since there only appears OxSjk, with small
roman indices, in the last two. The reason is that the OxS, piece is contained
in the , term, which may have a part smooth up to the boundary "beneath"
the principal, logarithmically increasing one. Since axSK(O) is block diagonal with
respect to the splitting V = A+ e A+, the other pieces 0xSi.(O), OxSoi(O) are zero.
The null space terms are determined by compatibility with G(- 1) . Returning once
more to the one dimensional operator, we have
K(0) = (ias c)- ' ((s, s', z)- K(1, 1, z)) Bo
= (ias e)- ' ((s - 1)8,K(1, 1, z) + (s' - 1)K(1, 1, z)) tBoo
= log z x8K(1, 1, z) + log x'a,, K(1, 1, z)
= log (-projN +A*()) + log' (projAD +A(z)) - < 1
x
=logx (projAD +A*()) + log x' (-projA, +A(z)) > 
for x, x' > 0; we used (5.2) in the last line. The projection terms are terms already
appearing in (6.15), and the A(z) terms are null space terms which, by definition,
give compatibility with K( 1 ) . Hence, let us take
G?° = Reg a(0) + T (log x A(z) + log x'A* ()) .
= RegM(0) + Aaj(z)fD)(p) Oj(y' ) + Aa.()ji(Y)-()(p ' )
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We use the same reasoning for G(0 ) and G().
iase near B33 , we have
Using coordinates log(x'/x), s,
)r = (ias e)-1 ((s, s + ias e log(x'/x), z) - K(s, s, z)) B
= log(x'/x) (K(, s, z))
1 x'+ - log - (D1,(s, z)(y)j(y') - D*IJ(s, )>1(y')' O(y)).
The 1/2 log(x'/x)l term already appears in Res), and the other terms are required
by compatibility with G2) . Referring to (6.15), we should also add in a term for
compatibility with the OxS terms in Go ) . Hence we define
G() = Res() +T(-
(6.18) 2 x
- -(2 - s - s')ei(2- S) (y)5JyJ (y ).
Here I is a cutoff function, with support near 0. The factor e- i z(2- ' - "s) may
appear somewhat mysterious; it will be needed in the next chapter when we join
these models with those constructed in Mazzeo-Melrose. The G(?) term is similar
except that the last term is not required as B 11 is away from Boo:
G(°1) = ReS(H) + -r/ ,)¢(YI)(Y))G = Re) r-r' D (0,z)d,(y),(y')- D *,Zj(O,)(y')d(y) ·H 2 /~~~~~~~~
Next consider G ) and G(O) To satisfy compatibility with G21), we must takeL 02 20 with 22
G(O) = (K0) ) + C°°([-1, 1,,; C¢ null(A-) 0 V*).
To make this term compatible with G(0), let us take
(G( = 1(X ))(6.19) 1- -')e-iz( - s )s( )(P)S( 1 Y )
We define G( ) similarly. Again the exponential factor is irrelevant here but will be
required in the next chapter.
Finally for the other faces (except B22, as per the comment in section 1) we define
G(°) = '(K() ), (mn) = 12, 21, 01, 10.
Compatibility of these terms follows from the compatibility of the K(j)
~-mn
·
(6.17)
=1 log
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6.4. Terms of order (ias e).
These terms are only required for e(Bm,) = 2, and as outlined above, not for
B22. Let us start with G(l ). To satisfy compatibility with the model equation, we
must have
Go) = T(K(2") + C([-1, 1],,; null(,A) 0 V*).
For compatibility with G(o) we may take the null space term to be zero; however
let us add a term which will be required in the next chapter:
G(1) = T(K)+ Z(1 )e-(ls)(2)(p) (yl)
(Recall that i(2) has zero leading, (log X)2 term. Hence there is no compatibility
required between the last term and G22l) as might at first appear.) We define Gl )
similarly. The G(3) term may, in the same way, be taken to be T(K13)) but again
we add a term required in the next chapter:
el? + - - s ')e- J(6.20) G 3 = 5(K33)) + Ll (2-s- s)ez(2s')j(y)S( IKYIK)
All other terms are away from Boo so we can safely define them by
G(1) = (X() ),(mn) = 12, 21, 01, 10.
Again compatibility follows from compatibility of the Km(n
6.5. Compatibility with the symbol.
The total symbol, atot(A - (ias e)2 z2 ), is equal to atot(A,) + O((ias )2). In
our chosen coordinates, atot(A,) is constant, to infinite order at the boundary so
compatibility with the symbol requires that terms G(-) and G"l) are smooth, and
catot(Gm) = att(Ae)[Bmm. This is true because the restriction of A, to Boo (Bll,
B33 ) is A- (,Ar) and Go) (G(°) G)) are chosen to be, up to smoothing operators,
the inverses of A-g (An). It follows that one can construct a holomorphic family
of Ls-bdos G(z) in I-2,-1 (XL.; QIDXL) restricting to the models which we have
defined and solving the full symbol equations atot (A - (ias e)2z2 ) o atotG(z) = 1.
This completes our construction of the parametrix.
6.6. From parametrix to resolvent.
We have outlined already, in section 4.1, the process of getting the actual resolvent
from our parametrix G(z). We have now, for z E C \ R+, a holomorphic family
G(z) such that (6.1) holds. Let -R = AG- Id E pars(X; Q Then by
Lemma 4.7, we have
(Id-R) -1 = Id +S, S E 'par-res(XLs; )
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Hence
(A - (ias e)2 z2) G(z)(Id +S(z)) = Id
so by Lemma 4.8,
(6.21)
(A -(iasE) 2Z2)- = + G S E -2,-1 (X2; Q2XL) + (XL; QXL.)
where F is natural (see Definition 3).
In fact, it is not hard to show that all coefficients of elements of the index family
.F with nonzero logarithmic behaviour are zero. For suppose that there is a nonzero
logarithmic term pn log pn ' a, where a is a section defined on Bmn, occurring at
power j, with j minimal. Since there is no other terms lower in the Taylor series
with logarithmic behaviour, a must be killed by the reduced normal operators of
A:
Rm(A) a = a Rn(A) = .
But the solutions to the model problems on each face have the property (with one
exception) that they are either smooth up to each boundary Bm,, nBm n', of the face
or blow up like 1/Pmnl there. The only exception is B33, which has this property
with respect to B 22 but not Boo or B 11. In any case, there is some face Bmn' B3 3
at which a is nonzero, we have, by compatibility of Taylor series, a term on Bmi,,
which behaves like log Pmn. This contradicts the assertion above that solutions to
models problems do not have logarithmic behaviour at the boundary. Therefore no
such term exists.
It follows then that ( -(ias E)22)- 1 E -2,-1 (XL; Q 2 X2s)
6.7. Near the discrete spectrum of RN(A).
Recall from Section 5 that K(s,s',z) = (D2 - z 2 ) -1 is meromorphic in z with
poles at the spectrum 0 < zo2 < z2.... We have already constructed the resolvent
away from the discrete spectrum. In this section, we will construct the resolvent in
a neighbourhood of one of the z; at first, we shall take zij 0.
Near z the kernel K has the behaviour
(6.22) zprojv,(6-22) K(s, , Z) = 2 i + Ko(s, ,Z)2z)(z - z)
where Vi is the jth eigenspace of RN(A) and Ko is holomorphic near zi. We have
(6.23) (D2 _ z 2)Ko(s,s',z) = Id + proj V
2zj
so Ko is an inverse up to finite rank near zi.
Let us express this now on [-1, 1]. with surgery metric g, = dx2/(x2 + e2 ). With
s = (ias e) sinh-l'(/e) as in chapter 5, and defining
Ko(s, s', z, ias e) = (ias e)-lKo(s, s', z) Idsds' dil g)2'(S, Ad, iaS E) =p '(i E) 2
ias dilgE iE(ss',iase) = - proj ViIdads' ilge 2u~u, J 2 (ilg )2
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we have ( -(ias e)2 z2 )Ko = Id -E on XLS([-1, 1]). Returning to our manifold M,
by Proposition 3.8 we can construct from e E Vj an approximate small eigenfunction
e on XLS such that (A - (ias) 2 z2)e E P P2Q2o(XLS;Q XLS). Let {i}=1 be a
basis of Vj, and define
~~a(6.24) Xd(ilge) , v2(6.24) W = 2 ei(p)ei(p')| (ilge)2 E T (dy X iLS;fD4LJ)2
W is a uniformly finite rank operator of rank Nj = dim Vj, such that
w(k) = (E(j))
for k < 1.
The first step in the construction of our parametrix near zj is analogous to the
construction of Ko, an inverse for D. - z2 orthogonal to the troublesome terms e.
Here, we define the G( ) as before, but using Ko instead of K. Then we have, by
comparing G with Ko,
(6.25) (A-(iase) 2z2)G(z) = Id + 2z+ - R(z)
with W as above and RE r res(XLs; QDXL). Inverting Id -R as before, we get
(A - (ias e) 2z2) (G(z)(Id +S(z))) = Id + W(Id +S(z)) = Id -W'(z)
where Id +S = (Id -R) - '. We now have an inverse up to the uniformly rank Nj
error term W' = (zj + z)/(2zj)W(Id +S). The null space of Id-W' is contained in
range W = span {ei}. Let
W'(z)ei = aik(z)ek
where each aik(z) is a holomorphic map from a neighbourhood of zj to Ahg ([0, 6]),
and g is natural. The function
q(ias e, z) = det(6ik - aik(z)).
is holomorphic in z and polyhomogeneous conormal in ias e with natural index set,
and such that
(6.26) q(O, z) = (z zj )
Hence for small ias e, q has exactly Nj zeroes near z and does not vanish in some
small annulus around z. Hence q vanishes precisely at the eigenvalues of A cor-
responding to z E spec RN(A). The inverse (Id-W')-' = Id+F is therefore
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meromorphic in z, in the sense that q (Id +F) is holomorphic, and conormal in
ias e with natural index set. The resolvent is
(A - (ias E)2 Z2) -1 = G(z)(Id +S(z))(Id +F) E (ias E)-' D -2' (Xis; 4XjL)
and is meromorphic in the same sense as F, with 5' natural.
As in the last section we can show that actually we can take 5' the C°o index
family. Indeed, we already know this is so in any region away from zj. Also we
may calculate the projector onto small eigenfunctions corresponding to zj by the
contour integral
IIj = 2i j (A - (iase)2z2)-1 2zjdz
where C is a small circle that encloses all the zeroes of q, for small ias e, and keeps
away from all eigenvalues corresponding to other k. The value is, by the results
of the previous section, in p-2' 0 (XL,; I XL2). Moreover, the full symbol of the
Laplacian is holomorphic near zj, so the singularity at AL, is removed and the result
is actually in Tbdyx; DL)°( X .S; ) Hence we have shown that the projector onto
small eigenvalues corresponding to one zj is smooth on the space XL and that the
resolvent itself, (A - (ias ) 2 z2)- is smooth on XL, and meromorphic in z.
If zo = 0, the argument is the same, but some of the formulae must be modified
to accommodate the presence of a double pole at z = 0. Equation (6.22) should be
replaced by
K(s, s', z) = proj Vj (1 + z- 2 ) + zo(s, s', ).
In equation (6.25), we must replace (zj + z)/2zj by (1 + z 2 ). Finally, equation (6.26)
is replaced by
q(O, z) = z 2 N
6.8. In the presence of L2 null space.
Let {,i} be an orthonormal basis for the L 2-null space of AT on M+ U M_ (on
half-densities). Lift the ki to smooth half-densities on XL, also denoted Oi, which
vanish to infinite order at B1 and B 2. This is possible since on the space M, i
decays at least as some positive power at the boundary, so'on Mlog it vanishes to infi-
nite order. We can then form the finite rank operator IIL2 = 0i(p)0i(p') d(i- 11/2
which restricts at Boo to the projector onto L null space of A.
We have, near A = 0,
(A - A2)-1 = Reg(0) )-2 iL2,
with RegM(O) regular near A = 0. Since A- 2 = (iase)- 2 z - 2 , we expect a term
looking like (ias e)- 2z-2IL2 in our resolvent. Hence, we will get a nonzero term
G(o2 ) of order (ias e)-2; since IIL2 vanishes to infinite order at all other faces this
should be the only term of order (ias )- 2.
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Define G(o 2 ) = IIL2 Boo, and let the other G(j) terms be as above. The G( 2)
term is not a good approximation to the term in the resolvent we expect, but it is
a holomorphic term which has approximate range the projection onto the expected
null space, which is what we need for the construction to work. Then instead of
(6.25), we get
(A - (iase)2z2 )G = Id-(1 + z2)(W + IIL2) - R,
with R in the parametrix-residual space, and W the approximate projection onto
small eigenvalues corresponding to 0 E RN(A). The z2IIL2 term comes from
-(ias )2z 2 hitting G(o2) and Id -IcL2 is produced from A hitting G(0) = RegM().
-(a E)z 00
Inverting (Id -R), we get
(A - (ias e)2 z2)G(Id +S) = Id-(1 + z2)(W + IIL2)(Id +S),
where (Id +R)-l = Id +S. Then (1 + z2)(W + IIL2)(Id +S) = Y' is a finite rank
operator which we treat like W' in the last section. The range of Y' is spanned by
ei and i. Let k1 + aki be the matrix of Id -Y' relative to the above basis. Then
q(ias e, z) = det(kl - akl(z))
is holomorphic in z and polyhomogeneous conormal in ias e with natural index set,
and such that
q(O, z) = z2N,
where N here is the sum of the dimensions of the L2 null space of AM and the null
space of RN(A). The inverse (Id -Y') - = Id+F' is therefore meromorphic in
z, in the sense that q (Id +F') is holomorphic, and conormal in ias E with natural
index set. The resolvent is
(A - (ias )2z2)- = G(z)(Id +S(z))(Id +F') E I-2-2 (X,; D L,)
and is meromorphic in the same sense as F'.
The results of this section and the previous one show that the limit as e -- 0 of
the small eigenvalues approach 0 or one of the eigenvalues of RN(A), as claimed in
Theorem 1.1.
6.9. Very small eigenvalues.
The projectors IIj onto the eigenspace corresponding to zj are smooth, that is,
have a complete asymptotic expansion in powers of ias e at each boundary hyper-
surface of XL. For those corresponding to z = 0, which will be referred to as 'very
small eigenvalues', this expansion is particularly simple.
PROPOSITION 6.1. The very small eigenvalues are rapidly vanishing in ias e.
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PROOF: Consider the models of the regular part of the resolvent at z = O, which
we will denote Resmn. . Then, for j > 0, these models agree with those of Res(); in
other words, all the models for (A - (iase)2z2) - 1 at z = 0 with j > 0 are actually
regular at z = 0. This is because the models (6.2) - (6.7) for j > 0, for z = 0
(and only for z = 0) do not link models with different j. Also the compatibility
conditions between between the models with j < -1 and j > 0 do not detect the
pole in Res(-1) and Reso 2) at z = 0. For Reso2) this is because IIL2 is rapidly
decreasing at all other boundary hypersurfaces. For Res(m-) this is because the
models is constant to infinite order at each boundary hypersurface (indeed one can
lift E from the double space X2 of Mazzeo-Melrose). Hence, in the argument of the
previous section, we may take G(j)n = Resj, for all j, E as in section 6.8 and then
we have
(A -(ias E)2 2)-1G = Id-(1 + z2)(W + IIL2) - R
where now R E - '+(XL; Q DXS,), that is, R has a smooth kernel vanishing
to infinite order at ias e = 0. Therefore
(Id -R) - = Id +S, S E -°'+° (XL2; QXL2,).
Following the argument in the previous section, we get
q(ias e, z) = z2N + O((ias e)°),
and it follows that the zeroes of q, which are the very small eigenvalues, are
O((ias e)°°). 
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Chapter 7. Full Resolvent
7.1. Resolvent spaces.
In this chapter we will unify the resolvent (A - (ias E)2 z2)-1, constructed in the
last chapter, with the resolvent (A _- A2 )-', A E C \ R, constructed in Mazzeo-
Melrose.
At the level of parameters, ias e and z (or A = z ias e), these regions are united in
the space
XLSR = [XL x C ; {Oiug X {0}x],
the "zero-resolvent space". We use C, the complex numbers compactified with a
circle at infinity, to stay in the class of compact manifolds with corners. At ilg e = 0
there are two boundary hypersurfaces, Bc = [C; 0]x, a punctured complex plane
and B = C,, where z = A/iase, a disc (hemisphere). We use Lemma 2.12 to
create single, double and triple spaces that lie above XLsR:
XLSR = [XL X CX; AXL X {0}A]
(7.1) X,,R = [X 2, x Cx; aXL, x {O}x]
X3SR = [XL3 X CA; L X {0}x].
Here we have used the notation of Lemma 2.12. Then, by Lemma 2.12, we have a
commutative diagram of simple b-fibrations:
XLsR 'Ls ' XLsR ' XLsR
I I I 1
X XLS Ls
Each boundary hypersurface Bmn of XL2 lifts to two hypersurfaces in X 2 R, one a
blown up version of B,,mn x ,, which we will denote Bo and the other a blown up
version of B,,n x Ax, which will be denoted BCn For XR we define the degree
of B'0 X~s .Then e have:
of Bmn(XLR) and BC n(XL2R) to be the same as that of Bmn(X 5 ).Then we have:
LEMMA 7.1. Let ri be the map XLSR XL,. Then there are isomorphisms
(7.2) Q(xj( dAdA L(R) - lrjD(XLs) R - , 0 X + (ias E)2
PROOF: More generally, we will show that this result holds whenever one takes a
manifold with corners Y with degrees and forms [Y x C; X x {0}], where X = {all
boundary hypersurfaces at ias e = 0}.
The result is clear away from A = 0, so suppose we are near A = 0 and near a
corner of codimension k in XJL x C. Let H1,... Hk be the boundary hypersurfaces
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forming the corner, let rl,... rk be boundary defining functions with rl ... rk = ias e
and suppose that H1 ... Hk are blown up in that order, creating new hypersurfaces
H ... Ho. Then the new boundary defining functions are p0 where these are defined
inductively by
p(,O)2 = r? + 1Ai-,12
Ai = 0 '
Pi
Let pc = ri/p9 be a boundary defining function for the lift H c of Hi x C. Ignoring
the y factors in XL, which are irrelevant here, the right hand side of (7.2) is
(73) ftn d(Hi)+il JA2 + (rl...rk) 2i=l (ri '. 2 '
k dri 1 drldAdA
= 171 d(H)+l (oC)d(Hi)+l I12 + (ri ... rk)2
i=2 ri, / ·Pi
Writing drldAdA in polar coordinates around H1, we get
dri, 1 (pO) 2dpodAidA 1
_.d(H)+l (pOpc)d(H)+i (pO)2 (JA1 12 + (pcr2 .. rk) 2 )i=2 r 1 g i
dri dp° dAldA 1
= i r(Hi)+l) (ppC)d(Hi)+l 1A112 +(pcr2 ..... k)2
This is an expression of essentially the same form as (7.3) near (the lifts of) H2 x
{O},... Hk x {O} since pc = 1 there. Hence applying this reasoning k - 2 times gives
k dp, dAkdAk
Q P p )d(Hj)+) 12 + CP **P
which is explicitly a D-density near HO, since all the pc are equal to 1 there.
We also need to check (7.2) near intersections H ° n H c . To do this, we only
need to blow up H1 x {O} ... Hi x {O}, since all other blowups lie away from H.
Thus we can assume i = k. Then we have the boundary defining functions pc or
= rk/Ak-i for H C, pO or Ak-1 for H and w = Ak-l /lAk-l I as angular coordinate.
We have
:-1( d ok-1 dp° drk dAk-ldAk-1
;H_ (pOpC)d(Hi)+1 d(H)l Ik12 + (pC ... P rk)2
i=-1
i--1 ' '' k-1 kk-1 dp dk-dAPk dk-1k-lldW
i 4,(pOpC)d(H)+i (hh kl)d(Hk)+i 1 (pl...p lp)2
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Again, this is explicitly a D-density, so we have proved the lemma. 
7.2. Operator Calculus.
To carry out the constructions of the previous chapter for the full resolvent space,
we need the ingredients of that chapter - small pseudodifferential calculus, bound-
ary terms, parametrix-residual space, closure of the parametrix residual space under
Neumann sums, and composition formula for Xp-2,7 with the parametrix-residual
space - extended to the "full resolvent" setting. Here we can take advantage of
the functorial nature of the constructions of chapter 4, and simply assert that we
obtain all these things from that chapter by replacing the spaces X sL with XLsR.
We will denote the spaces of LsR-pseudodifferential operators by
em '(X2,R; XLSR)
and the parametrix-residual space by
ar-res(X sR;DX2 LsR) =Lbdy QL9R; sR)par-res \~ L D L Lsbdy
where F' is a natural index family; the one, in fact, which assigns to B and
BC, the index set .F(B,,), where F is the index set from section 4.7. As with our
previous parametrix-residual space, it is closed under taking Neumann series; the
proof follows the same lines as that of Lemma 4.7. Finally we have composition
formulae just as in Lemma 4.8.
7.3. Full Parametrix.
We will look for a parametrix G in the space A- 2 '-2(X R QDXSsR) such
that
(A A2 ) G-Id R E p- res (XL.R; DXLsR)
away from the continuous spectrum, that is, in the set XLsR \ {A E R, z = o}.
This includes the region where z is finite, down to ias e = 0, and joins the region IzI
large, 6 < arg(z)l < r - 6 with A small, 6 < arg(A)I < r - 6.
We will construct the parametrix G as before, as a finite Taylor series off the
boundary hypersurfaces at ias e = 0. We will continue to write G()n for the term
at Bmn of order (ias e)i and write G(mC) for the term at BCn of order 0 (there will
be no other nonzero terms on the faces with A 0).
The correct models for nonzero A can be read off from the parametrix constructed
in Mazzeo-Melrose. Lifting their results to XLsR, we have
G(7.4) = (A - A)-
(7.4) G(C) = (Af - 2)-l
G(C) = (A - A) - 1
and all others are zero. Indeed, it is shown there that the error in this parametrix is
conormal of positive order on the original surgery space X, and so after logarithmic
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blowup vanishes to infinite order at all other boundary hypersurfaces. One can also
derive these models directly on the logarithmic resolvent space, but this would
conceal the simplicity of the results. We have defined the G(j) in the previous
chapter, so as to satisfy the model operator equations and compatibility amongst
themselves. We need to check that the two sets of models are compatible. As
explained in chapter 6, for G ) and G(1) we only need to check that adjacent
faces are null(A-) 0 null(,A)-valued and compatible amongst themselves; it is not
necessary to write down explicit models for these terms.
Compatibility with GoC) The face BC intersects Boo, BOo, B 2, Bo3 and Bo2
Consider compatibility with G([l ) . In the interior of the intersection, we may take
boundary defining functions A for B2 and 1/z for B0, and coordinates A log x,
ilg(x'!x)/ilg z, y and y' along the intersection. We refer back to (6.8) for the
compatibility condition. We calculate from (6.12) that (GC)) 22,_ 1 is
2i (( ) J(Y)J(') + X' Xk(Y)SJK(O)K(y ))
and from (5.7), (G 122 )0 0 c 1 is given by
e-iZs-s' + e-iZls-(2-')l e-iZl-l _ e-izs-(2-s')l proj A
2i proJA± + 2i
These agree since S(0) = projAD -projAc and e- iZl'- I = (z'/z)+ iX and
e-izls-(2-s')l = iJX2ti.
Next consider compatibility with G(j ) . We may use boundary defining functions
A for Bo2 and 1/z for BC0 , and coordinates A log x', ilg x, y and y' along the intersec-
tion. Let us do the calculation at s = s' = 1. The calculation for the compatibility
of G c ) and G(21) is very similar to the above, so we omit it. To check compatibility
of G(0c ) and G(0) we compute from (6.14)
(00o) 22,0 = 2 og ' )( ) (Y')
and from (5.7) and (6.19)
(G_(o)o, =T(? + (( - s) () k()( 02 )00,0 (KO2 +
= ~t(8.K(1, 1 - 0, Z)) + e-iZ(S')()(p Ok(Y)
2 2 S,1 -i:(l-s,)<(,)b + i( e-i(l-s,)el) p)(1)i 
which agree. To check compatibility of G(c ) and G(), we compute
1 iA1log J2)(P)(YI)(G0)221 2i
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= i1 -iz(-s') (2) 1 zl\02 02( )) 0 0 c,-l +
-- ( (p)oj(y') + -- 1()
~~2i ~2i
using (5.7) again, which agrees.
The checking of GjC) and G(3) is very similar to the above calculations, so we
omit it. Let us check compatibility of GC) and G ). Again we use A and 1/z as
boundary defining functions. Then
(Gc)00,_1 = Res(M') = -iproj-, null
as remarked after (6.9), and
(G 1))OO,C,1 = ((K(i, 1, z))oo,c, ) = T-i proj AD)
by (5.7), which agrees. For j = 0 we have
(G ) )oo0 0, o Res(.
and from (6.16)
= Res (?(oo ) oo,o ReM
since A(z) is rapidly decreasing in z.
Compatibility with G(C) The face BC3 intersects B°2 and B03. In the inte-
rior of Bc n B°2 we may use boundary defining functions A, 1/z and coordinates
Xlog(z'/x), (s + s')/2, y, y'. We need check compatibility only with G( )
For G0 we have an explicit expression in terms of the eigenvalues aj and
eigenspaces Vj of AH (where ao = 0 and Vo = V):
0o -/o ?-,~21 log(z'/]z) I(7.5) G( = -(-2) - l - e proj l.
Hence
e-iXl log(z'/z)l
(33 )22,-1 = 2i projv
and by (5.7) and (5.6)
e-iZls-s' projV(22 )33,Cl= 2i
which agree. (Note that, in (5.7), e- iz(2- 9-s') and e-'z(- 2+ + s') are rapidly van-
ishing at BC3.)
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We next check compatibility of GaC) and G( ) . Again we use boundary defining
functions A, l/z. Then from (7.5) we calculate
G(projv33( )33,-1 2i
(G3 ) 33,0 =ReHJo)
(GC)33, (log(,'/,)) projv.
3 3,1 4i
From (5.7) and (5.6), again observing that e-i(2 - - " ) is rapidly vanishing at BC3,
we see that the first one agrees with (G(;1 ))33 ,. From (6.18), since D(s,z)
vanishes rapidly as z -. oo, the second line agrees with (G 0() 33 Finally wekTM 33,C, 0 '
calculate (G())33 , Cl Using coordinates as in (6.17), we have
(cG33) 33,c-1 = (K33 )33,-l)
- log(XI/X)2 Z 0( .)
(log x'/x) 2 Z( S Z)
= - (4i z2 K(s s z)
which checks with the third line above.
Compatibility with G(lC The checking of these compatibility conditions follows
the same lines, but is considerably simpler; we leave these as an exercise for the
reader.
Compatibility with the symbol We showed in the last chapter that the models
G(mn) were compatible with the symbol map. On the faces Bcm, the total sym-
bol tot (A - A2 ) rB.m = -atot(AM) or atot(,A-) to infinite order after logarithmic
blowup, so these models are consistent with the symbol map too. Really this is just
lifting the compatibility result from Mazzeo-Melrose to this space.
It follows that one can construct a parametrix G restricting to all the given models
and compatible with the symbol.
7.4. Full Parametrix to Full Resolvent.
This is done in exactly the same way as in chapter 6. We may also argue as before
to show that the resolvent is smooth away from the diagonal. Let us summarize the
results of chapters 6 and 7:
THEOREM 7.2. The resolvent family Res(A) = (A - A2)- 1 lifts to the resolvent
double space to an element of -2, (XLR; X 2 R) + 2 bdy' (X2 R; 2 XLSR)away from the continuous spectrum {Area, }. The leading terms on each
away from the continuous spectrum A real, z = oo}. The leading terms on each
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face are:
Res(-n) = T((RN(A)- z2)-')
Reso2) = projL2
Res(C) = (A- _2)-I
Res(c ) = (A - 2)-1es 1 1
other Res(C) - 0.
PROOF: The statement about smoothness follows from the argument given in sec-
tion 6.6. The models Res() are given by G(e)n + (G S)()n. By Lemma 4.8, G- S
has no order -1 terms up to the boundary, so the Res(-' ) terms are given by
G-mn) = ((RN(A)- z 2 )-1 ). At BC, the parametrix is good to infinite order so
the models of the resolvent agree with those of our parametrix. I
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Chapter 8. Heat Kernel
In this chapter we will define the logarithmic heat space and associated spaces,
and prove Theorem 1.2. The heat kernel e- a ' is given by the operator valued
contour integral
(8.1) 21 j e 2- (A - A2)-2AdA
where r E C is a contour that encloses (in a suitable sense) spec ZA C [0, oo). In the
spirit of this thesis, we will perform the integral as a pushforward under a b-fibration
between appropriate spaces. Then the Pushforward theorem will tell us that the
result is polyhomogeneous and will give us the top order terms explicitly at each
face. In the next section we will define a big space, the "heat-resolvent space", lying
above both the heat space and the resolvent space on which the integrand of (8.1)
lies.
8.1. The Heat Space and the Heat-Resolvent Space.
The heat kernel for finite time [0, T 2] has been treated in Mazzeo-Melrose. There
are no changes that need to be made to treat the case when AH has null space; the
heat space Xh2 is a suitable space to carry the heat kernel in general. It is in the
behaviour of the heat kernel for large times that the situation is very different; in
Mazzeo-Melrose the heat kernel was rapidly decreasing as t - oo uniformly in e (up
to finite rank) but here this is no longer the case. In fact, the structure of the heat
kernel near t = oo has the same degree of complexity as the resolvent near A = 0.
To define the heat space for large times t > C2, let r = t and denote by [C, oo],
the compactification of the interval {C < r < oo} with boundary defining function
r - 1 at infinity. Then we define the logarithmic heat space to be, in the notation of
Lemma 2.12,
LH = [XL X [C, 001; AXL, x = 0oo}].
Denote the lifts of B,,m x [C, oo], by B,,(Xj) or just Bmn if this is unambiguous
in context, and denote the result of blowing up Bmn x {oo} by B°°. Let the degrees
of Bmn(Xi ) and B, be the same as that of Bmn, and define the degree of (the
lift of) XL. x {00oo} to be 0 and the degree of X., x {C} to be -1. This means the
densities are smooth up to r = C, reflecting the fact that this is an artificial, and
ignorable, boundary.
The heat-resolvent space is a space which maps down to both the heat space
and the resolvent space, ie, it has both t and A variables. It is not quite the space
on which the integrand of 1 lies, since we also have to restrict to a contour of
integration; this is done in the next section. To define the heat-resolvent space,
let Bj, B7' be the set of Bmn (Boo) for X.Hs of degree j, for j = 1... 3. The
heat-resolvent space is defined to be
x28.2)R [XHS X CA; B x {0}A; B3 x {0}3 ; ' x {0}A; B2 x {0}A;
X o,{0}A; 1 X {0}A].
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The 83 x {O} blowup separates the 3 x {O} faces from the 8 x {O} and the
/{ x {O} faces, and the B2 x {O} blowup separates the B2 x {O} faces from the
B x {O} faces. Hence, the heat-resolvent space is also given by
(8.3) XLsHR [LH, X CA; x {0}A; s X {O}X;l s x {0}A;
83 X {O}A;8 2 X {O}A;B1 X {0}A].
We will want both descriptions in order to lift maps to XLC. Denote the hy-
persurfaces of XV2HR by B3 BC Bn, or BmC according as they are the liftrCUll I"LsHR V mn) mn'-mn mn
of Bmn(XLHs) x {0}, Bmn(X ) x {C}, LH) x {O}, or Bm(X2,L) x {C},
respectively. Define d(Bmn) = d(BCmn) = d(Bm °) = d(B"mC) = d(Bmn).
These spaces have been defined with good mapping properties in mind. By
Lemma 2.8, the b-fibration XL, x [C, 0l], - XL lifts to a b-fibration rH: X2L C
XL, and the b-fibration rX2 ,C lifheat: 2,CHR 
LHs LHs - LsH
XLHS. By Lemma 2.5, the b-fibration XLHC9 x C - XLS x C lifts to a b-fibration
ye:X2,C 2
res' "LsHR XLsR '
We then have the bundle isomorphisms:
LEMMA 8.1.
QD(XH2,C) HQD(XL) ® drflD(XLHs - -
(X ) (X2,C2C) 0 dAdAQD(LsHR ) 7r*QD X -D(X~LHR u tLa)~A XA + (ias )2
PROOF: The first two follow easily from the fact that the b-density bundle lifts to
the b-density bundle when a boundary face is blown up. The third equation follows
from Lemma 7.1. 
8.2. Contour spaces.
The contour of integration, r, we choose to do the integral (8.1) is a p-submanifold
of XLR of codimension one as illustrated in the figure. It should have the following
properties:
(i) r lies in the right half plane;
(ii) For Izl > 1,
r = closure {arg z = };
(iii) For Iz < 2, r is given by a relation {Rez = f(Imz)}, with f smooth, such
that for Iz > 1 this relation is given by (ii) above and f(0) = a, where a > 0 is real
and a2 is strictly less than the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of RN(A);
(iv) r is disjoint from the poles of (A - A2) - 1 , for ilge small.
Condition (iv) is possible and compatible with (iii) by the results of chapter 6.
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Figure 3. The contour r.
It follows that r "encloses" all of the spectrum of A except that corresponding
to L2 null space of A-M and zo E spec RN(A), if zo = 0. We denote r n B° by C,
a contour in the right half z-plane enclosing all positive spectrum of RN(A), and
I n BC by r+ U -- , where -y = {argA = ir/6}.
Since r is an interior p-submanifold of XLR of codimension one, the inverse
images of r in XLSR and XCR are also interior p-submanifolds of codimension
one, which we will denote X, c and XLSHC respectively, the "double contour space"
and the "double heat-contour space". Moreover the maps XaSHC : XsC -- F are
simple b-fibrations. Since these spaces are interior p-submanifolds of the respective
resolvent space, their boundary hypersurfaces are given by their intersection with
boundary hypersurfaces of the ambient space. We will use the same notation for
maps between the resolvent spaces and their restrictions to the contour spaces.
The map XSHC -* F will be denoted rpar. We also use the same notation for
the boundary hypersurface of the contour spaces as for the corresponding resolvent
space, and assign the same degree. With these degrees,
diase dA
(iase)2 A I
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is a nonzero smooth section of iQD(r). Similarly, we have
QD(X2.C ) Q N (X2 ) C I . I
QD(XLSHC) -r*D(X X ,\ 1dA
It will be convenient in the proof of Proposition 8.2 to have the densities written in
this product form.
We need one more space before carrying out the integral (8.1). This is a space to
carry the function e 2 . Note that this is smooth on the space
(8.4) [[T, ooi] x C; {r = oo, = 0}].
Hence by Lemma 2.1, this lifts to a smooth function on the space
LSHR = [XL x [T, oo], x C; {ilg e = O,r = oo,A = 0}; {r = oo, = };
{ilg e = 0, A = 0}; {ilg e = 0, = 00}]
= [X, x [T, oo], x C; ilg e = 0, = 00oo}; {ilge = 0, r = oo, A = 0};
{ilg e = 0, A = 0}; {r = 0o, A = 0}].
Indeed, by Lemmas 1, 5 and 8, this space maps down to both the space (8.4) and
XLSR with b-fibrations. Lifting r C XR to XLsHR, we obtain the "zero-heat-
contour space" XLSHC = r r. This is an appropriate space to carry the function
etAX . Now observe that, in fact, r-'lr does not meet the face {r = oo, A = 0,
the last face to be blown up above, and so for the purposes of defining XLSHC this
blowup could be omitted. Let us define the "zero-heat-resolvent space" XLsHR (no
tilde) to be the space in (8.5) with this blowup omitted:
XLHR = [XL, x [T, oo]r X C; {ilg = 0, = o00}; {ilg e = 0, = , = 0};
{ilge = 0, A = 0}].
Then, by Lemma 2.5, and using the second description (8.3) of 2,HR the map
XS X [C, oo], x C ,X, X [C, o1] x C
lifts to a b-fibration
x 2,C o
LsHR LsHR
and so
XLSHC - XLsHC
is also a b-fibration. The point of this argument with XLSHR and XLSHR is to show
that et 2 lifts to be smooth on X 2 HC, although it is not smooth on XL2,HR
we have the bundle isomorphism:
2(XLSHC) -Q (X2LSR X Q (X2,C) ( VO\ 0 d(ilge)QD(XL.HC) = 'LsR) D 0 DkLsHC) I (ilge) 2
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8.3. Behaviour as t -+ oc.
Our contour r does not enclose the eigenvalues of AO corresponding to L 2 zero
modes of A-H or the value 0 E spec RN(A). Hence, the integral (8.1) will yield the
heat kernel projected off these modes. We will denote this by e- tA . Similarly,
RN(A)' (A\) will denote these operators projected off their (L 2) zero modes. Let
also Ho denote projection onto the 0 eigenvalue of RN(A). In the previous chapter,
we constructed spaces and maps as follows:
XLsHC
(8.6) res heat ,ar
x2 x2,C X0
LsC LHs LsHC
Explicitly, including density factors, e- t A is given by
(8.7)
4e -= (rre -(E \- 7rheat4LY * rpar(22 tAg) - g) 
where is the canonical density on XL2, and v is the D-density dt d on
XLSHC. Since (e - A2) E (A2 2O(XLR; QDXsR), the product in (8.7) is a
smooth D-density on XLsHC. Note that 7rheat has the property that every bound-
ary hypersurface in XLSHC maps to a boundary hypersurface of the same degree,
and each boundary hypersurface of XjS is the image of exactly two boundary
hypersurfaces of XLsHC, which intersect. Hence, by the pushforward theorem,
e E i xphg \ (XLHs; t D) 
where 0U0 is the natural index family which assigns to each boundary hypersurface
the index set
{(n, 0), (n, 1) I n E N}.
To calculate the coefficients of these terms, we refer the reader back to the example
in section 2.3. Note that the index set allows logarithmic terms at every boundary
hypersurface. We show below that in fact the logarithmic terms do not appear.
Using coordinates on boundary hypersurfaces as in Lemma 3.5 and t (T = t(ias e)2 )
on Bmn (Bin.), let us write the heat kernel as a Taylor series in ias at each face,
denoting the term of order k at B by H(k)(B). The following proposition contains
the 'long time information' of Theorem 1.2 and more:
PROPOSITION 8.2. The heat kernel projected off null modes, e - t ' <, is a smooth
D-density on the long-time heat space 2,C The top terms at each face are given5si LHs'
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by:
H(1)(B-) T= (e-TRN(A)),
H(j)(Bto) = 0
(8.8) H(°)(Boo) = e-'t
H(°)(B11) = e-taf
H(°)(B33) = e-taH
other (Bmn): H(l)(Bmn) = -no.
PROOF: First consider the faces Bun. The boundary hypersurfaces in XLSHC that
map to B'°° are B'°°A and Bmc. At B, C the function e-t 2 , lifted to X2LHC,
vanishes to infinite order so there is no contribution to the asymptotic expansion
at B'm from Bm, and moreover, this shows that there are no logarithmic terms
at Ban
At BO°'0 the top term in the integrand (8.7) is
-2 IdvdvI't eT2AdA
=Z- proj2 dvdv' Ie -Tz2zdz.
This is integrated over a contour which encloses no poles of the integrand, and which
vanishes rapidly as z -, oo. Hence, this integral gives zero; there is no contribution
to the face Bo of order (ias e)° .
The next top term, at each face B°°O, is
H( )(Bmn ) = (ias e)-1 f (ias e)-' et 2 ((A _-(ias e)2z2) _l)2AdA ldvdv' dilge dtmn n, il  e t I
-ilg7 t [
- c e-Tz2*'((,A - (ias e)2Z2) -l)2zdzldvdv' d ilg e dt
= (eTRN(,)),
since the integral encloses all points of the spectrum of RN(A) except 0.
At Btoo e- t a vanishes to infinite order so e-tae - to all orders at Btoo.
Next consider the faces Bmn. The boundary hypersurfaces that map to Bmn
are Bon and BC,. Recall that, by Theorem 7.2, the resolvent has just one term
in the full Taylor series at BC, BC, BC, namely (AM - A2) 1 , (A - 2) -1 and
(A->- 2 )- 1 respectively, and vanishes to infinite order at the other faces Bcn,. At
the faces Bon, the top terms are, for BOo, Go 2) = - 2 projL2, and for the other
faces, G(-nl) = I(( A-(ias e)2z2) - 1 ). The integrand in (8.7) also contains the factor
A2, which increases the power at which the terms on the faces Bmn appear by two.
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Therefore the only possibility for a logarithmic term is at Boo(XLHs), at power
zero. This term comes from the "corner" Bo°o n BC, which consists of two copies of
B0oo(XLs). The integrand is, at this corner, equal to 2 projL2 .Idvdv' dng dtt. Noteilg t
that the direction of integration is opposite on the two copies: at one the contour is
coming in from infinity, and at the other the contour is going out to infinity. Since
the contour integral is a directed integral, these two contributions cancel, giving no
logarithmic term on 2,LH
The smooth term at Boo is, by Example 2.4, given by the sum of the b-integrals
on BOo and BC. The contribution from BC is
(8.9)
lim [>Ef (A - A2)-le-'t22 A2 dA log (A- 2)-122 }1=:i./ .
The log 6 term can be manipulated as follows:
{ log6(A - X2 )-le -t 2A} i/ = 2 proj log(6. e+ i / ) + o(1)
=f 2projL2- =1 2projL2 e- tx' +o(1)
=OOC 2etdA
=1 2 projL2e-tA
Putting this expression back in (8.9), we can let 6 - 0, obtaining as the contribution
from BC00
2)-1 _proj tA22 A2dA =
From Boo, the contribution is
b-f projL2 dz = 0
z
because the integrand is an exact multiple of dz/z and is therefore completely
cancelled by the b-regularization.
The top term at Bll and B33 is given by
()(Bl ) -= H()(B 33) = (A - A2)le- 22dA e- t
Finally, we will calculate the H(1) term at each face Bmn,, for (mn) # (00), (11),
(33). This comes from the top term at B .:
H() (Bmn) =| Tj((RN(A) - 2 )-1 )2zdz.
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From (5.6) we have that, on these faces (RN(A)- z2 )-l is exponentially decreasing
as JzJ -+ oo, arg z = ±7r/6. Hence, by dominated convergence we can calculate this
integral as
H(1)(Bmn,,) = lim e-TZ2 ((RN(A)- z2)-12zdz)
T10
= limT(e- TRN(A ) - II0o)
TlO
= -(IIo)
on these faces. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
8.4. Very small eigenvalues.
In the last section we split off from A, the projection onto eigenfunctions cor-
responding to very small eigenvalues. We will denote by H, the projection onto
these eigenfunctions, and write IIL2 (IIo) for the projection onto eigenvalues corre-
sponding to L 2 zero modes (zero modes of RN(A)). Let us analyse the behaviour
of HIIe- tI
PROPOSITION 8.3. The operator Hne- tn l is a uniformly finite rank operator, with
Schwartz kernel smooth on X2,C everywhere except possibly up to Btoo. The top
terms at each face # Bt oo are
(00) = InL
(nc'ne-'·)0
mn = (n0)
(IIe -tII) 00 (') =( )
PROOF: The operator H,e - t I' e is given by a contour integral
E-2n 1 f| (a - 2)-le-tA22AdAHe-tn' = '2ri I=e
for c small enough that the contour excludes all points of spec RN(A) apart from
zero. By the results of chapter 6, the contour encloses precisely those eigenfunctions
corresponding to II, and no others, for e sufficiently small. The problem with this
integral is that the function e- tX2 is growing rapidly on the (appropriate) heat-
contour space. To fix this, weight both sides with a factor small enough to kill this
growth:
e tc 2 (iase) 2 . e-t = 1 - , (- A2)-le -tc(ias) e-tX2 2AdA.
By the pushforward theorem this is smooth on XLH'. The added factor etc (iasE)2
is smooth and nonzero on all faces except Bt,,, where it vanishes rapidly. Hence
IIe - in e itself is smooth,everywhere except possibly at Bt, . !
Notice that there is no reason to believe that I,e - tI is in fact smooth up to
this face, since in principle the small eigenvalues could cross zero infinitely often as
e -4 0.
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8.5. Full Heat Kernel.
To obtain the full heat kernel we need to discuss the heat kernel for small time
[0, C2 ] and join with the long time heat kernel constructed above. This is a simple
matter of lifting the result from Mazzeo-Melrose to our logarithmic spaces.
In Mazzeo-Melrose, the heat kernel was constructed on the space
X2, = [X,2 x [0, oo]t; (a. X {t = 0})par].
Here A, is the diagonal p-submanifold in X2 and the blowup is performed parabol-
ically, that is, with homogeneity two in t (see [17], chapter 7). For our purpose we
just need this space restricted to t < C2 }; this affects the blowup not at all. The
heat kernel for finite time lifts to the space
X2,[0,C [XC . x [0, C 2]t; (ALs X {t = 0})par].
In fact, since As is transverse to the boundary of X 2 , the logarithmic and total
blowups that turn X 2 into XL2, commute with the diagonal blowup. Thus there is
a blow-down map L ,C1 Xhs n {t < C2} and we lift the heat kernel by pulling
back under this map. (We must also multiply the heat kernel by 1/te to correct for
different normalization of densities used in Mazzeo-Melrose.) Then the heat kernel
lifts to be a D-half-density on L with the models
H(°)(Boo) = e-taM·
H(°)(Bll) = eta-
H(°)(B33) = e-ta-·
and all other models = 0. The two heat spaces 2,[,C] and XLH are both just
a product of XL, with a time interval (canonically) away from t = 0 and infinity.
Hence the spaces can be joined at t = C2 to produce the full heat space XLHS.
Since the heat kernel is unique, it extends smoothly across t = C2 to be the full
heat kernel of this space. Let us summarize the properties of the full heat kernel:
THEOREM 8.4. The heat kernel is a D-density on the heat space XL, t-/ 2 X
smooth near t = 0, and smooth everywhere else except (possibly) at the face Bt o.
The top terms at each face # Bt are given by:
H(°)(B'O) = proj L2 null(^A)
H(1)(B,) = t(e-TRN(')), T = t(ias e)2
H(°)(Boo) = e-'tai
H()(Bll) = e-tai'
H( )(B33) = e-ta
other H(i)(Bmn) = O.
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9.1. Eta invariant.
The eta invariant of 0f is given for each e > 0 by the formula (1.1):
1 _o°° dt
(9.1) 77(0= t Tr (,e-ta
At e = 0, the b-eta invariant is defined by
If 00 1_ ( dt(9.2) o b-7(M) = t i Tr (M e-tM ) 
where b-Tr is defined in section 2.3. We will show below that this is independent of
the choice of boundary defining function in the definition of b-Tr.
As in the previous chapter we split the operator Z)f into two pieces, ', orthogonal
to the finite number of eigenfunctions corresponding to the L2 null space of 0o and
0 E spec RN(3), and the projection Hf onto these eigenfunctions. Then
(9.3) \(3e) = '1(f) + ?7 (,) = 1(o-) + 77fd(f),
where r/fd(e) is just the signature of Hn, that is, the dimension of the space of
eigenfunctions with positive eigenvalue minus the dimension of the space of eigen-
functions with negative eigenvalue. Hence rfd takes values in {0, ±1 ... ± N}, where
N is the rank of H,. The ZY± part of (9.3) we calculate by applying the Pushforward
theorem to the integral (9.1), replacing af with 3-L. As this involves the trace of
3,e- t we first consider the diagonal submanifold of XLHS.
9.2. The diagonal of the Logarithmic heat space.
The diagonal ALHS of XLHS is the lift of ALs X [0, 00], C X2s to XHs. It is
transversal to all boundaries and has the form
,LH, = [L X [O, oo],; (B33 naL.) x { = oo}; (Boo n AL,) X {r = oo};
(B11 n lL,) x {r = oo}].
We define the degrees of boundary hypersurfaces of ALH to be those of the cor-
responding hypersurfaces of XLH. On a compact manifold without boundary, N,
one has the canonical density bundle isomorphism
nQ(N x N)rd - (,).
This means that, given a half-density on N x N representing the Schwartz kernel
of a (suitable) operator, one can restrict to the diagonal and integrate the resulting
density to obtain the trace. Here, our version of this isomorphism is, from (4.16),
2XdHS)ALH 8) |d(ilg e) -D(ALH).
Q4 (X H.) (ilg e)2
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Hence, if t is the inclusion ALHS --+ XLs and p is the map XLHs [0, ilg E0]il
we can express the eta invariant for as
(9. 4))=a p= (t(tr 8et2) d(ilge) i½) d(ilg e) -1(9.4) (f) P. ( -· t* (tr ' (ilg E)2 (ilg )2
9.3. Asymptotic expansion of r1 as e -, 0.
Consider the integral (9.4). To apply the Pushforward Theorem (Theorem 2.3),
we must check the integrability condition K(G) > d(G) for all G such that p(G) =
[O,ilgeo], that is, for G = Btf, Btoo. Proposition 8.2 asserts that the integrand is
rapidly vanishing at Bt ,o. At Btf it is well known that the heat kernel has growth
of order t-n/ 2, which would appear to be a problem. However after taking the
pointwise trace, Patodi in [24] showed that 'fantastic cancellations' occur in the
integrand and the growth is of order t 1/ 2, making (9.4) integrable. This also follows
rather simply using Getzler's rescaling (see [11]).
The structure of the integrand on the double heat space follows readily from
Theorem 8.2.
PROPOSITION 9.1. On XLH2 the integrand I in (9.4) is in C°(X 2HS; 2f) and the
top terms at each diagonal face at ias e = 0 are
I(1)(Boo) = -1 -(TI tr RN(3,)e-TRN(E) 2 )
I(°)(Boo) = 1 t tr e-tm-
I(°)(Bll) = -i t½ tr -e-t
I(°)(B33) = 1 ti tr3ee-t'.
PROOF: The last three lines are immediate from Theorem 8.2. The first line follows
for B2 since there = AH + (iase)RN(3) + O((iase)2) and t'/ 2 = (iase)-'T'/ 2.
This determines the other top terms on B° by compatibility. I
Of the six boundary faces at iase = 0, four, Boo, B11, Boo and B' have degree
one and the other two, B3 3 , B33 have degree two. Using the Pushforward theorem
and the result above, we see that for small e
(8e) E hhg ([0, ilg fO]ilgf),
where £ is the index set
= {(-1,0)} U {(n,O),(n, 1) I n e N},
that is, asymptotically
.(o,) - E a,k(iase)(log(ias))k
(n,k)E6
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The (-1, O0) term is from B 33 and the (0,1) term is from B 11 n B3 and Boo n B33
Let us compute the coefficients a-l,o and a, 1. The term a-1 ,o is an integral with
integrand I(°)(B 33 ). Consider the pointwise trace
tr 0He- H- = tr (H + D(jOg .,/))e-taH e- l (l °s '/ )l1/4 r AL,
Note that e- t a H is diagonal with respect to the grading of the spinor bundle
S = S + E S-, while --H is the sum of a piece which is off diagonal with respect to
the grading of S and a piece which kills e- (l °og z'/z)l /4t at ALs = {(log '/x) = 0}.
Hence this term is identically zero, and therefore a-l,o = 0. This also proves the
remark made above that (9.2) is independent of the choice of boundary defining
function. In fact, after taking the pointwise trace, the integral is absolutely conver-
gent.
Next, a, 1 is an integral over B 11 n B3 and Boo n B3. The integrand is
I()(B33) = T(T½ RN(3,)±e-TRN(8')52).
To compute this, refer to the explicit formula (5.4) for e- t RN(za) . The integral is at
T = 0, so the only terms that contribute are
I (e s- ' 11/4t Id+ e-12-s-s'12/4tS+ + e-l-2-s-s'1 2/41tS)
As noted in chapter 5, tr-y = tr yS± = 0. Hence a,l is also zero.
It follows that the top term in the expansion of r is a0 ,0, which is constant up to
e = 0. Hence, (53) has a limit at e = 0, which is
ao,o = t2dt tr )
+ 1 t- dt tr (Hetl)
1 /0 Ik5
elo+ 8zi T-½ dTi dstr$(RN(5e)e- ( ))The first integral gives rib(-M), the second gives zero, since I(1)(Z3) = 0 and thethird is the eta invariant of RN(Z5). Hence we have shownli~M0(Z)') = 7b(0M+) + .b(aM_ ) + (RN(O))
and therefore
r(3e) = ?b(OM+) + ?7b(0M_ ) + lfld(e) + 77(RN(Z)) + O((ias e) log(ias e)).
In fact, it is not hard to see that all logarithmic terms a,,,, n > 0 vanish. First,
there are no contributions to a,,, from the faces at finite time becuase they have
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no terms in their Taylor series at this level. So a cgarithmic term can only come
from the , :)rners Boo n B33 or Bl0 n B33. On Bo, + , as the model operator
(ias e) - AM. Hence H(1)(Bo) takes values in C"([0, oo] ; null A® null AM)
and inductively it follows that
H(n) (Boo) C°° ([0, oo] ; [span () . . (n-,)),
where the (i) are defined in section 6.1. Hence, H(n) has, at this corner, only a
finite expansion )= o Ck(ilgz)- i, with no terms (ilgz)J, j > 0. Therefore, near
B33, the heat kernel is T - 1/ 2 times a smooth function of T, s, y and iase:
etC d d(ig) d(l - s).e-L" -· E T-;(ias s)*bk(s, y T)ldy T II (ilg e)2
k>l
We get just the density factor d(1 - s), smooth up to Bo and BI because, in
the notation of Theorem 2.3, ex(B") = 2, ( ) ex(B), ex(B) = 1. A similar result
holds for Bl. It is explicit from this presentation in coordinates that the integral
is smooth in ias e. This proves Theorem 1.3.
An explicit formula for 7r(RN(O)) in terms of the scattering matrix is given by
Proposition 5.3.
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Chapter 10. A Hodge Mayer-Vietoris cohomology sequence
10.1. Mayer-Vietoris sequence.
In the next two chapters we will study the Laplacian on a flat unitary bundle E
over M. Since E is flat, the operator d on E-valued forms determined by the (flat)
connection on E forms a twisted complex
0 , Q0°(M; E) -, Ql(M; E) - Q2 (M; E)
giving twisted cohomology groups Hq(M; E). If M is the union of two open sets
U, V then from the short exact sequence
0 > Q*(M; E) , Q*(U; E) D Q*(V; E) , f'(U n V; E) ,O
a a o ( tu, atv)
(I, Y) - - ) O/runv - YUnv
we get a long exact sequence in cohomology, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence:
·.. - Hq-l(UnV; E) - Hq(M; E) - Hq(U; E)Hq(V; E) - Hq(UnV; E) -....
From now on the bundle E will be understood and will usually be dropped in
notation.
If H splits M into two pieces M± then thickening each piece M± a little across
H yields two open sets to which Mayer-Vietoris can be applied; the intersection
U n V then is H x (-6, 6) whose (absolute) cohomology is naturally the same as
that of H. If Z is a manifold with boundary, let us denote by H*bs(Z), Hrel(Z) the
cohomology, and the cohomology relative to the boundary respectively. Then the
Mayer-Vietoris sequence looks like
(10.1)
, q (of)) > Hq(M) q )q Haqb(M_) kq ,q
On a compact manifold M without boundary one has the Hodge Theorem. This
states that the space of harmonic forms with respect to any metric is isomorphic
to the de Rham cohomology and gives canonical choices (given the metric) for
cohomology classes on M. We will want to have canonical choices of cohomology
for all spaces in the above exact sequence for the computations in the next chapter.
For this purpose we will develop a Hodge version of this exact sequence in the next
two sections.
10.2. b-Hodge theory.
As a first step towards a Hodge version of the sequence (10.1), recall results
from [17] on the Hodge theory of a manifold Z with boundary and exact b-metric.
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This 'b-Hodge theory' works equally well with twisted cohomology groups, as the
analysis presented there is valid for arbitrary bundles. In [17] relative and absolute
Hodge cohomology groups H abs,Ho(Z) and Hb rel,Ho(Z) are defined, being smooth
elements of the null space of Az. They have boundary-data maps BD into H*(aZ)
such that BD(Hb abs,Ho(Z)) e BD(Hb rel,Ho(Z)) is an orthogonal decomposition of
Hq(aZ). The null space of BD is the L2 cohomology Hb Ho(Z). The groups have
an inner product given by the L2 norm on L2 cohomology and the inner product
induced from Hq(H) by BD. They can be assembled into a relative cohomology
sequence
H q-1 BD BD* 9 HqH
b- abs,Ho(z) B b- rel,Ho (Z) b Hb abs,Ho(Z)
The unlabelled map is the identity on the L2 cohomology and is zero on its ortho-
complement.
Let us denote the images BD(H abs,Ho(M±)) and BD'(Hq + lH(M)) C Hq(H)
by A, R: respectively. Then we have A = (R ) = *R-l-q, where dim M = n.
10.3. Surgery Hodge theory.
Consider the implications of b-Hodge theory for the sequence (10.1) under surgery.
We have
Hq(M) -im (Hq-l(H) -- Hq(M)) ) imj q
(im kq - 1)I . ker k .
By the above remarks,
(im kql) = (A -1 + Aq- = R- l n Rq-
and ker k = A+ n A HHo(M+) H Ho(M-).
Hence,
(10.2)
dimH (M) = dim(R' nR_ )+dim(A+ nA-) +dim(Hb Ho(M+)H Ho(M)).
Now recall the results on small eigenvalues proved in chapter 6. We showed
that the eigenvalues z(e) are continuous down to e = 0, with limiting behaviour
(ias e)2 z2 + o((ias e)2 ), where z = 0 (corresponding to L2 null space) or z2 = z2
spec RN(Aq). We have that the multiplicity of 0 E spec RN(A)q is the dimension of
the intersection A+ nA. The intersection A+DnA is, for the Laplacian on q-forms,
equal to A+ n A- ED R 1 n R= , so the dimension of the space of eigenfunctions
corresponding to z = 0 is
(10.3) dim (M+) + dim(M+)  H) + dim(A n A) + dim(R l1 n Rt-j).
The cohomology Hq(M) is, by ordinary Hodge theory, given for each e > 0 by
the null space of A, so comparing (10.2) and (10.3) shows that all the eigenforms
corresponding to z = 0 represent cohomology on M and therefore all eigenvalues
corresponding to z = 0 remain identically zero for e > 0. In other words, the
multiplicity of 0 E spec Aq is constant as e I 0. This fact has some useful corollaries:
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PROPOSITION 10.1. The generalized inverse G of AE defined for each e > 0 by
GAE = AEG = Id-II,
is in -2, -1 (XL; QDXLs).
This confirms the intuitively plausible idea that one ought to have a cohomology
element on M for every pair of elements on M+ and M_ that match at H. We also
get better regularity for the heat kernel e' aE than one can expect for arbitrary
generalized Laplacians (such as 2):
COROLLARY 10.2. The heat kernel e- tdE is smooth up to the boundary hypersur-
face Bt oo (cf. Theorem 8.4).
We call the range of the projector onto zero eigenvalues, II, the surgery Hodge
cohomology of M, H* -HO(M). Using Proposition 10.1 we can determine the image
of a cohomology class [a], where a is a closed E-valued form on M, in H Ho(M).
Lifting a to & on XL, by the above proposition the image is given by HII(&). To
analyse the behaviour of II&, let be an orthonormal basis for H* Ho(M+) e
Hb Ho(M_), let
o,+ be an orthonormal basis for { E H*bsHo(M+) I BD(4) E A_},
X ,+ be an orthonormal basis for {X E Hrel,Ho(M+) I BD(,) E R_}.
and let 0, _, X, be the corresponding elements of H* abs,Ho(M), H rel,Ho(M)
We can extend b° 4bj,+, Xk  to smooth functions Xi, j, Xk on XLs such that
(i, (ias e)1 /2 j,, (ias e)1/2Xk) form an orthonormal basis of the zero eigenspace of
AE. This depends on the fact that they axe flat to infinite order at B 1 and B2,
proved in Proposition 6.1. Near H, we can write a = a. + a,dx in product coordi-
nates, where a., a, are closed forms on H. At e = 0 near H, we should write & as
a surgery form (see section 3.3): & = aa + VxC 2 oa,(dx//V2 + ' 2). We have
IIa = Oi(&, i) + (ias e)ji(&, ,j) + (ias )Xk(&, Xk).
Because the dx/lx 2 + 7 2 coefficient vanishes at B1 and B2, we have
(&, 4i) = ai(ias e)
(a, 4j) = (iase)-'bj(iase)
(&, Xk) = c(ias e),
where ai, bj, Ck are smooth functions. Hence
II,& = aiqi + bjoj + (ias e)CkXk,
with (ai,bj,ck) smooth functions of , linearly independent as [a] ranges over
H*(M). We define an inner product on H*. Ho(M) by setting
(10.4) IIE1 2 = Z lai(0)l2 + 2 Ibj(0)l2 + 2 Ic: k(0)I2.
i j k
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This is independent of the choice of $i, 0j, Xk as the norm only depends on the or-
thonormality of i kj, X , Hence we can split H* Ho(M) into three orthogonal
subspaces:
H-L2,Ho(M) = {II,& I bj(0) = Ck(O) = 0};
(10.5) H*.,abs,Ho(M) = II,& I a(0) = ck(O) = 0};
H. rel,Ho(M) = {(I& lI ai(0) = bj(0) = 0}
and an element of cohomology [a] is represented by the smooth harmonic form
IH&. Note that the L2 norms of elements of these three subspaces have the leading
behaviours (ias e)k where k = 0, - 1, respectively. In the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
(10.1) Hq rel,Ho(M) is the image of the connecting homomorphism H -(H) 
Hq(M) and the map jq on H Ho(M) is restriction to the boundary B0 . With the
inner product (10.5), both these maps are isometries from the orthocomplement of
the preceding map to their image.
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11.1. Analytic torsion.
In this chapter we compute the surgery limit of analytic torsion, obtaining The-
orem 1.4, which is similar to the computation for the eta invariant in chapter 9.
Comparing it to the surgery formula for R-torsion we obtain Theorem 1.5 and the
corollaries then follow readily.
Let us return to the 'definition' of the zeta function:
(11.1) (q(S) ' = '() t'Tre'dt .
t
This need not converge for any value of s. The usual remedy for this is to replace
Aq by Aq, the operator projected off null modes, because AQ decays exponentially
at t = oo. For surgery it is more natural to write the integral as
s1 l; is Tr td f t Tr e - t a -t
It is well known that the heat kernel on the diagonal has an expansion at t = 0
tre - 't, . E t-T+Ja-n+j(M, Aqgf)
j>0
where the ak are local expressions involving the metric and its derivatives. Hence
the first integral converges for Res > n/2 and continues meromorphically to the
complex plane. The second converges for Re s < 0 and also continues to the complex
plane. The sum of these two functions of s defined by analytic continuation is
independent of C, so we take this sum to define (11.1). We do it this way because
the same definition then works for the b-zeta function of a b-metric (replacing Trace
by b-Trace). By Theorem 8.4, the heat kernel in this case also has an expansion at
t = oo in powers of t - 1/ 2, so again the integral at t = oo meromorphically continues
to all s.
Let us write down a more explicit formula for analytic torsion. The above regu-
larization of fo* tZdt/t is identically zero. So we may write, choosing C = 1,
n-1
tr- q t-]+Ja-'n+j (M ,,A q'g 'qq(S) r() tJ {tre- t+ jat+j(Mq e)}
j=O
n-I
1 dt
+r( ) J ttt I| { -Zt 2+ a+j(M,Aq,g)}
j=O
The first integral converges absolutely near s = 0; the second will not because of
the constant term proj null Aq in the trace of the heat kernel. Pulling this term out
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and integrating, we )btain an expression for the zeta function in terms of integrals
absolutely convergenlt near s = O, which by differentiating in s at s = 0 gives us the
formula:
n-I
1 dt 2 nT(M,g,) = E(-1)§q[j JM { -t - -E te a +(MgE)}
tr erMq Eo(11.2-i +a+(Mj'gOj=O
At t = oo, by Theorem 8.4,
b r e- ta; - E dimLnull(Mq) +Ot- )+,tr e-t'd~'" ~ E: t -'Ja-.+J(MA g )'
so following the same line of reasoning gives the expression for the b-analytic torsion:
(11.3)
n-1
bT(Mgo) = ()-q[ b- Tr { e-ta_ t-2 +ia- +j(MAqgo)}
j=O
n-1
the only term one needs to consider. Here we need only the weaker result that
C(-l)qqak(H x R, Aq, g) vanishes for k < -1/2. This proves that
Z(-T1) q a(MtAqg) -J+ ak(M, Aq, go), k < -
Since also aktk is, for k < -1/2, smaller at t = oo than the terms we need to
consider, this is enough for the computations in this thesis.
The analytic torsion T(M, g) has a very simple dependence on the metric g. It
can be described as follows. Let f E A H(M) be fixed, and let Vq be the volume
of ,q with respect to the inner product on H(M) induced by the inner product on
orthonor:hal harmonic forms given by g. Then
T(M, g) = ( V) (II V T(M),
q even q odd
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where T(M) is independent of the metric [27]. Thus, T can be thought of more
invariantly as a metric on
detline H*(M)-A AHeVen(M) (A Hdd(M))*
Here A denotes the top exterior bundle of a vector space. In view of this, we will
define analytic torsion with respect to a choice of volume elements pi E AHi(M)
by
T(M, p') = T(M, g) fl [ I w I( I I q)
q even q odd
where wi are volumes corresponding to an orthonormal basis of harmonic forms
with respect to the metric g and [I I wq] denotes the determinant of the change
of basis matrix T q, if q = Tq(wq). The comments above ensure that T(M, pi) is
well defined, independent of the metric. In analysing the limit of T under surgery,
it is convenient to use volumes corresponding to a fixed set of cohomology classes
(independent of E). This means T(M, p') is constant in e; using the pushforward
theorem, we can calculate the value in terms of bT(M±, go) and the determinants
of the reduced normal operators.
11.2. Surgery formula for analytic torsion.
Let us compute the limit of T under analytic surgery, using the formula (11.2).
T(M, g,) is given by the pushforward
n-1
2d(ilg e_ Ilog T(M, g) = , (- )q {pi*t,*(tret - t- a +ia +j(Mg)) d(ilg e) i
(11.4) q=O j=o
(11.4) n-1
+P2 *t*(tre- t " - t-T+ja-+j(M,g)) d (ilg e) 1 +cdimnullAq}
j=O
where t is the inclusion of the diagonal of the logarithmic heat space and pi, p2 are
the maps from the short time heat space, respectively long time heat space defined
in chapter 8 with C = 1. As with the eta invariant, we get an asymptotic expansion
T(M,g,) E a,,k(ias )"(log(ia )) k .
(n,k)EE
where £ is the index set
= {(-1,O)} U {(n,O),(n, 1) I n E N}.
The torsions with respect to fixed cohomology classes is
log T(M, i') = log T(M, g,) + (-1) q log[p I wq].
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Let us use cohomology classes pq corresponding to an orthonormal basis of surgery
Hodge cohomology as defined by (10.4). Then the sum of log determinants in (11.5)
is, from the discussion in the last chapter, of the form C log(ias e) + O(ias e), where
explicitly
C = 2 (-1)q dim(A+ n A ) - dim(R+ - n Rq- ').
We know a priori that T(M, i') is independent of e; since this correction contains
no constant term in e, it follows that T(M, p') = ao,o. Hence we need to calculate
the single term a0 ,0 .
The ao,o term comes from B 11, Boo and B'3. From Boo we get (after including
the null space term c dim L2 null(M±)) precisely the b-analytic torsion of M±. From
B 11 we get nothing, because the heat kernel e- t"' dXR is translation invariant in the
R-direction and so its b-trace vanishes identically. From B3 we get something which
appears difficult to calculate, as it appears below two other terms in the asymptotic
expansion. To compute this term, first consider the one dimensional case. The
eigenvalues of 4, on [-1, 1], with surgery metric and boundary conditions as in
chapter 5 scale as (ias e)2 . Hence the zeta function for A satisfies (f = (ias E)-2C,
with ( the zeta function of the reduced normal Laplacian on [-1, 1],. The value of
((0) is dimnullA. Hence,
log det A =-a (ias E)-2,((s) = 2 log(ias e) dim nullRN(A) + log det RN(A).
Calculating log det A as a pushforward (11.2), the constant term in ias e is the sum
of a contribution from B' and the term cdimnullRN(A). There are no constant
terms coming from Boo or Bll1 as the Laplacian Ao is translation invariant on
these faces and therefore the b-trace vanishes identically. Since in the general case
H( 1)(B ) is the transfer of e- TRN('a) by Theorem 8.4, we have, in general, that the
contribution from B plus c dim null RN(A) term is equal to log det RN(A). Since
cdimHq(M) = cdimL 2 null(A,q) + cdim nullRN(Aq), we obtain Theorem 1.4:
ao,o = log bT(M+, go) + log bT(M_, go) + (-l)qq log det RN(Aq).
Next we substitute in the expressions for A (RN(Aq)), AN(RN(Aq)) above and use
Proposition 5.2. Let us write A , R7 for the reduced spaces analogous to A D , r
A'N, and write
Sqr _ proj Aq-r - proj R r ,
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so that S (q) = sqr -sq- l' r. Then we have
1 E(-l)q+lq log det RN(Aq) =
2 (l)q+, q {2(log2)[dim(A+ n Aq E R+ n R'
+ dim(R+ n Rq_ E A+-l n AQ- )]
+(log2) [dim(A n Rq $ R+ 1 n A~) + dim(R+ n A . A1 n Rq-l)]
+1getq,r q,r) _Sq-lTrl 
+ log det(Id-S+S ) + log det(Id S+-lq-S1r)}.q q q ) + -- q+ q_ , r .
= (-1)q(log 2) [dim(A4 n A ) + dim(R n RQ) + dim(Af n R )
+1 dim(R1 n Aq + logdet(Id rS
Let us rewrite the last e m. We have
Let us rewrite the last term. We have
Id -S+' =q' 2(proj A+ proj RQr + proj Rr proj AQ').
As A+', R r and R+, Aqr form two pairs of orthocomplements and all have the
same dimension, it follows
logdet(Id S ) = (dim Ar + dim Rr) + log det(A r - Rqr)
2 2
where the last operator is orthogonal projection. Our formula for the analytic
torsion is therefore
log T(M, pi) = log bT(M+, go) + log bT(M_, go)
{ (log 2)[dim(A+ n A!) + dim(R n R) + dim(A n R)++ + 2 +~di(A n 9)+ ()q
1 dim(R n Aq )] + log det(Aqr
2 - RQr) + t(dimA+ + dim Rqr'0,82 Cr~dim~r)}.
Since dim(A n Aq ) + dim(R n Rq ) + dim(A. n Rq ) + dim(Rq n Aq ) + dim Arf +
dim R = dim H (H), we get as our final formula
log T(M, /i) = log bT(M+, go) + log bT(M-, go)+
(11.6) 1(-) { 2 [dim(A+ n A ) + dim(R+ n R!Q)] + log det(A+r - Rr)}
log 2
+ 2 XE(H).
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11.3. Reidemeister torsion.
In this section we will review R-torsion and then compute the surgery formula
for R-torsion in the same situation for which we computed the surgery formula for
analytic torsion above. Let
0 ' V ° do ' V1 d V2 d ...
be a complex of finite dimensional vector spaces with inner product. Suppose pre-
ferred bases pi E A H' in cohomology are given. The torsion is an alternating
product of determinants defined as follows. Let B i C V i be the image of di -', let b'
be a basis of Bi and bi be an independent set in V'-' mapping to b'. Let c denote
an orthonormal basis of Vi. Using the notation [ I ] as in section 11.1, the torsion
is given by
(11.7) 7(V d,p) = J [b1,b, c( [bb-l, c
q even q odd
This definition is independent of the choice of bi and ci. It is also independent of the
choice of b' as a change of basis will introduce into the product identical Jacobian
factors in the numerator and denominator. Naturally, it does depend on the choice
of volumes in cohomology. More invariantly, one can define the torsion as a metric
on the determinant line of the cohomology of V.
Given a simplicial decomposition of a manifold M, we have a cochain complex
0 C°(M) dO , _C(M) d' ,C(M) d2 ,.
whose elements are R-valued (linear functionals on) formal sums of cells. Taking
the inner product on C q that makes each cell orthonormal, and choosing volumes
in cohomology H*(M), we have a torsion defined, called the R-torsion of M. The
important property (see [21]) of this quantity is that the torsion is invariant under
subdivision of the cells comprising M, and is therefore a topological invariant of
(M, pi'). It is not, however, a homotopy invariant. One can also take a flat bundle
E over M and look at cochains with values in E. (This is equivalent to passing
to the trivial bundle on the cover of M to which E corresponds, and working with
cochains with are invariant under the group action whose quotient gives E - M.)
From here on, we shall assume that a flat bundle E over M is given; it will usually
be dropped from notation.
Notice that, with volume elements in cohomology given by the volumes of or-
thonormal harmonic forms with respect to some metric on M, the R-torsion has
the same dependence on the metric as does the analytic torsion. This was one of
the reasons that lead Ray and Singer to conjecture in [26] that the analytic and
R-torsions of a closed manifold were equal.
To calculate the behaviour of R-torsion under surgery, we will use the following
well known formula. Let
0 -i K 1 K 2 K3 , 0
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be an exact sequence of complexes with inner product, such that the induced vol-
umes are compatible. This means that, if aq is an orthonormal basis for K q, aq an
orthonormal basis in K q and aq an independent set in K mapping to an orthonor-
mal basis of K q , then
(11.8) [kq(aq),a I aq ] = 1.
Let elements of cohomology pq be given in Hq(Ki). With these chosen volume
elements, the long exact sequence in cohomology
kq kq
, Hq-(K3) ; Hq(Ki) K1 , Hq(K2) k2 , H(K)
is an acyclic complex 7C with volumes. The formula we need is
(11.9) T(K2 ) = r(K1i)r(K 3 )r(f).
Suppose that we have a simplicial decomposition of M such that H, and therefore
M+ and M_, are subcomplexes. Let us apply (11.9) to the exact sequence in
simplicial cohomology:
0 - C*e(M±) i , C*(M) P Cb(M:) 0
Here, relative cochains on M± are those which vanish at the boundary; absolute
cochains are unrestricted at the boundary. With the usual inner products on these
spaces (all delta functions on cells orthonormal) this short exact sequence is compat-
ible on induced volumes, so (11.9) applies. Also, the relative and absolute torsions
of a manifold with boundary are the same, so this equation is, in logarithmic form,
log T(M) + log r(M+) + log T(M_) + log r7(7),
where it is understood that log r(Tt) is measured with respect to the same choices
of volumes that were used in to compute the other torsions. To use this result, we
must calculate r(7t), where X7 is the long exact sequence
f Hgbl(MF) Hrel((M) Habs,(MT) ,
Since we want to compare r(M) to the analytic torsion T(M, #i), we should take
volumes in cohomology given by an orthonormal basis pi of surgery Hodge forms
defined in equation (10.4), and volumes v for the relative or absolute cohomology
of M: given by b-Hodge theory. Now, let us split these spaces into subspaces
corresponding to the images of the above maps and their orthogonal complements:
q,,(M+) - [(R- e R-1)] ( [HH(M ) (R - l nR-l1)]
H'(M) = [H H(M±) e v(R+ - 1 n RQ=_)] e
[Hb Ho(MT) E V(A+ n A_)]
Hb,(MF)- [HHo(MF) ED (A+ n A)] E [(Ag e A)].
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The numerical factors are so the decomposition is isometric. The torsion then is
given by
logr(7H) = (-W1) logdeti q H HH(M±) R+- 1 n R'
-logdetp q [ H.Ho(MF) E v2A9 n A ED V2R 1 n R_- '
+ log det cq (A A).
Let us recall what these maps are explicitly. The map i is the map which takes a
relative form on M± and views it as a form on M. We then need to map it into
Hodge cohomology, which is projection by II,. On the space Hj Ho (M±) this map
is the identity and on R l1 n RQ_. this map is multiplication by 1/2, which means
it has log determinant log(1/xV)(dimR- 1 n Rq=-) on this factor. The map p is
restriction to M±; this is the identity on Hb Ho(M:F) and on A. n Ag, which means
it has log determinant log(1/ V)(dim A. n A ) on this factor. To find the image of
the connecting homomorphism c one takes Ei A e Ae , extends into M, applies
d and regards the result as a form in Hrqel(M±); it is projection from A: ) A to
Rq R. Thus,
log (X) =2(l)(- )dim(R+l l)+lo2 dim(A n q
+ log det (A e 4q R R)}
=- - log 2 (dim(A+ n A ) + dim(R+ n Rq )) + log det (A+r R,) }
The last map is orthogonal projection, and we used the notation of the previous
section in the last line. Comparing with (11.6), we obtain Theorem 1.5.
11.4. Cheeger-Miller Theorem.
Finally we discuss how to obtain Corollaries 1.6 and 1.7 from Theorem 1.5.
Cheeger's proof of the equality of T and r runs along these lines: the equality
for spheres, and therefore products of spheres, is already known, due to explicit cal-
culations by Ray in [25]. If M is an arbitrary manifold, then W = M x [0, 1] \ Dn,
where D is a small disc removed from the interior of W, is a cobordism between
2M and Sn. Analytic and R-torsion are both unchanged by a change of orientation
and are multiplicative under disjoint union, so it suffices to prove the result for 2M.
Take a Morse function f on W that attains a minimum on 2M, a maximum on the
sphere, and has nonvanishing differential on the boundary. Then the level sets of f
define a family of manifolds that are diffeomorphic expect when a critical point of
f is crossed, when a cell is attached. Thus, from this one gets a finite collection of
manifolds MO = Sn, M1 ,... MN = 2M, and Mi+1 is obtained from Mi by removing
a Sk x D n -k and glueing in a Dk+l x Sn - k - 1 along the (common) boundary. If
we can show that T(Mi+l) = r(Mi+l) assuming that T(Mi) = r(Mi) then we
are done. Note that all these surgeries involve a separating hypersurface, although
sometimes it is disconnected.
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Now we apply Theorem 1.5. First, with M = Sk X Sn-k, and M+ = Sk x Dn-k,
we have
bT(Sk x Dn -k ) 1log r(k x D n- k) Sn-k)= 0,
since n is odd. Applying it to Mi, Mi,+ = Mi \ Sk x Dn - k , Mi, = Sk X Dn- k we
get, assuming the result for Mi,
log bT(Mi,+) 0log = O.
r(MI,+)
Applying it to Mi+l, Mi+,+ = Mi+ \ Dk+I x Sn-k-1, Mi+l,- = Dk+l x n- k- 1
we get
T(Mi+l) = log T ( M i+l,+)log = log
r(Mi+) (Mi+,+) '
Since Mi,+ = Mi+l,+, the Cheeger-Miiller Theorem follows.
Corollary 1.7 is obtained by doubling N across its boundary and applying Theo-
rem 1.5 and the Cheeger-Miiller Theorem.
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